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TRIAL BOOKINGS
Call (08) 8243 7172
Angle Park
Bookings for Tuesday taken from
		Monday 11:30am
		
		

Bookings for Saturday/Sunday taken 		
from Thursday 11:30am

		

Or logon to trialbooker.com

SCRATCHINGS
Call (08) 8243 7133

TEAM MEMBERS AND BUSINESS
CONTACT DETAILS
55 Cardigan Street, Angle Park SA 5010
PO Box 2352, Regency Park SA 5942
Phone: 8243 7100
Fax: 8268 2870
Nominations fax: 8243 1964
Email: admin@grsa.com.au
Web: grsa.com.au

ADMINISTRATION
Chief Executive Officer
Matt Corby: (08) 8243 7114
matthew.corby@grsa.com.au

To make a scratching - Select 1
To listen to scratchings - Select 2

CHASERS

chasersevents.com.au
Call (08) 8243 7150
Booking and fundraising enquiries

Chief Financial Officer
Gavin Bosch: (08) 8243 7121

INTEGRITY
Chief Steward
Des Jonas: (08) 8243 7166
des.jonas@grsa.com.au

gavin.bosch@grsa.com.au

Risk and Compliance Manager
Derek Kordick: (08) 8243 7116

Strategic Projects Manager
Scott Wuchatsch: (08) 8243 7165

derek.kordick@grsa.com.au

scott.wuchatsch@grsa.com.au

Executive Assistant
Sheriden Milam: (08) 8243 7118
sheriden.milam@grsa.com.au

MCQUEENS

FINANCE

mcqueenstavern.com.au
Tavern
(08) 8243 7143
Sports Bar (08) 8243 7144

Finance Officer
Julie Huynh: (08) 8243 7117
julie.huynh@grsa.com.au

Stewards: (08) 8243 7166
Joshua Evans
Jann Jones
Michael Fernholz
Matthew Herrmann (Cadet)
Welfare Compliance Officers
Kirsty Lawrence:
kirsty.lawrence@grsa.com.au

Renee Colquhoun (08) 8243 7176
renee.colquhoun@grsa.com.au

MARKETING

Stewards Administration Assistant
Lauren O'Malley (08) 8243 7113

VETERINARY CLINIC

Marketing Manager
Matt Watson: (08) 8243 7115

RACING

Angle Park Veterinary Surgery is open
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday – 8.30am
to 6.00pm
Tuesday – 8.30am to 9.00pm
Saturday – 8.30am to 12.30pm

matthew.watson@grsa.com.au

Contact Dr Greg Moore BVSc

fiona.jarzabek@grsa.com.au

Phone		
Email		

(08) 8243 7145
admin@angleparkvet.com.au

Race meeting vet
Dr Chris Doyle		

0409 677 355

			(08) 8347 3536

Marketing Coordinators
James Norris: (08) 8243 7120
james.norris@grsa.com.au

Fiona Jarzabek: (08) 8243 7151

Racing Manager
Shaun Mathieson: (08) 8243 7122
shaun.mathieson@grsa.com.au

Racing Secretary
(Grading, Breeding, Futurities)
Caralyn Fielden: (08) 8243 7112
caralyn.fielden@grsa.com.au

Naming, Transfer of Ownerships,
Prizemoney and SA Bred Payments
Carolyn Webster (08) 8243 7127

GAP (GREYHOUNDS
AS PETS)

carolyn@grsa.com.au

Manager
Katalin Orosz (08) 8243 7153

Customer Service Officer
Jackie Southam (08) 8243 7100

Katalin.Orosz@grsa.com.au

jackie.southam@grsa.com.au

Office (08) 8243 7124

HOSPITALITY

gap@grsa.com.au

find us on facebook at
/greyhoundracingsa

lauren.o'malley@grsa.com.au

Venue Manager
Max Lee: (08) 8243 7126
max.lee@grsa.com.au

by, CEO
Matt Cor

CEO'S UPDATE

As we draw ever closer to year’s end, I would like to take this opportunity to provide a number of brief updates on
matters of interest to the industry to give stakeholders a broad sense of where they stand.
WAP Information Sessions
The Wagering Activity Payment (WAP) framework was introduced to give trainers, breeders and owners the equivalent
of an equity interest in the business. Since its introduction from the start of this financial year, additional WAP
distributions to participants have exceeded $700,000. The model has built-in adjustments which work to automatically
smooth returns to participants across the year and they will be reviewed before the end of the first full year of its
implementation. One of the likely changes relates to the way feature race stakemoney in a carnival month such as
October is factored out of the calculation. By June 30 of next year, the distribution to industry will have been 50% of
net wagering revenue across the financial year. Four strong months at the start of this year have laid the foundation
for a positive outcome. WAP information sessions will be rolled out at selected race meetings over the coming
fortnight.
Angle Park Redevelopment
Despite a number of interruptions and minor delays, the schedule for Angle Park works from March of next year
remain largely on track. The project will involve the replacement of (aged) track and lure infrastructure at Angle Park
and introduce best practice track design changes at a projected cost of just over $1 million. All Angle Park meetings
will be reallocated to Gawler and Murray Bridge during that 4 month hiatus.
Murray Bridge Committee
A General Meeting of the Murray Bridge Greyhound Racing Club will take place later this month at which time it is
expected that a new Committee will be voted in. Regional representation is a really important part of the model and
the venue at Murray Bridge is clearly a key asset within the broader SA framework. GRSA looks forward to working
with that Committee and other stakeholders in that region to deliver a positive racing experience from that venue.
Mt Gambier and Borders
After a torrid year for the Mt Gambier Club, the re-opening of the Victorian border is an early Christmas present for
both south-easterners and Victorian border hoppers. At the peak of restrictions, the Club was limited to as few as
6 races at one weekly race meeting. Our objective is to restore as many as 24 races across two weekly meetings
as early as possible in the new year. A note of thanks must go to Noel Perry and David Lewis for their hard work in
keeping things together at the Club during a difficult period.

On a closing note, please have a safe and merry Christmas and may 2021 be a different experience for all of you than
the one we’ve just gone through.

Matt Corby

CEO, Greyhound Racing SA
matthew.corby@grsa.com.au

An official publication of Greyhound Racing SA

NEWS

Fly For Trix flies to Brian Johnstone win
ANGLE PARK
After the series was delayed one week
the prestigious Group 3 Brian Johnstone
final was conducted at Angle Park on
Thursday, 3rd December and it was
terrific to have patrons back on course to
witness one of the most exciting chasers
in the State stamp himself as a real star
of the future. Fly For Trix for trainer Jane
McNicholl was undefeated through the
series and showed his class taking out
the feature final in dominant style and
claiming the $25,000 first prize.
Having drawn perfectly in box 1, the son
of Fernando Bale and Weblec Rose was
sent out a raging hot favourite however
there were plenty of inform greyhounds
to test the rising star. As the start was
affected Fly For Trix began well from the
inside however both Sallynoggin for Ray
Fewings (box 4) and Our Boy Wolf for
Brenton Prouse (box 7) showed better
speed and looked to head him off going
to the first turn. Out of the straight and
Fly For Trix kept out Sallynoggin but Our
Boy Wolf accelerated too quickly to run
to the top. The Nathan Wilson duo of
Oakvale Blue and Love And Thunder were
starting to work their way into the race
as they got to 4th and 5th respectively
while Chief Sebon for Tony Nobes made
good ground along the rails. Into the back
straight Our Boy Wolf had a nice lead
however Fly For Trix had made his way
to the outside and began to close quickly
with Oakvale Blue moving stylishly into
third. Off the back straight and Our Boy
Wolf was giving a bold sight in the lead
but the white and brindle star moved up
on level terms to challenge strongly as
Oakvale Blue, Chief Sebon and Love And
Thunder tried hard to make ground. As
heads turned for home Fly For Trix kicked
into another gear and raced away from
his rivals going down to the line a strong
1.50 length winner over Oakvale Blue who
charged into second. Our Boy Wolf held
on well for third while Chief Sebon was a
nice run for fourth. Fly For Trix carved out
brilliant time running the 515m journey in a
slick 29.75 with splits of 4.47 and 16.93.
Fly For Trix is owned and bred by Jane
McNicholl and has now won 15 races
from 21 starts (his last 7 in a row) and 3
minor placings with prizemoney just under
$50,000. Jane McNicholl advised his next
target will likely be the AGRC/Murray Bridge
Country Summer Derby Heats and then a
possible interstate tilt at the Group 1 Silver
Chief at the Meadows later this month.
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Greyhound Racing SA announce new board member
Following Director Paul Preiss concluding his tenure at
Greyhound Racing SA after 9 years, Greyhound Racing SA
has announced his replacement, David Lewis.

to Greyhound Racing SA to
support its continuous growth,”
Mr Lewis continued.

Mr Lewis was recruited by the Director Selection Panel,
comprising of Government and industry representation,
following endorsement from the Racing Minister and approval
from Consumer and Business Services.

Welcoming David Lewis, Mr
Stevens noted the extensive
senior management and Board
experience that Mr Lewis will
bring to Greyhound Racing SA,
who commenced on
November 30th.

Mr Lewis recently retired as Chief Member Officer at People’s
Choice Credit Union, within which role he served for more than
twenty years as an Executive Manager. Mr Lewis also holds
extensive Board Director experience, which includes being the
Chair of Finance and Audit at Uniting SA.
In taking up the Board position, Mr Lewis noted: “I have always
had a special interest in the greyhound industry, firstly growing
up in a greyhound racing family and since then, having been a
close observer of the industry.”
“I look forward to bringing my skills and passion for the industry

“We are excited to welcome
David to the Board. David has
a genuine interest in racing in
particular he has a real love for
the greyhound industry and our participants. David’s marketing
experience in a long and successful business career with
People’s Choice Credit Union and his passion and enthusiasm
will be warmly welcomed by all.”

2020 TAB

Saturday
30th January
6:30pm for 7:00pm start

Chasers Restaurant
55 Cardigan Street, Angle Park

60

$

per person

500

$

for table of 10

Includes 3-course meal and drinks package
Cocktail dress code
Book now by calling (08) 8243 7100 or emailing
marketing@grsa.com.au by Monday 18 th January

Kennel Capers
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Racing Report
Racing Manager Shaun Mathieson

Murray Bridge SA Bred
Patrons allowed back
on course and interstate Summer Derby and Oaks
features next Friday
nominations accepted
Due to the SA Government recently lifting some restrictions
GRSA has made the following changes to allow patrons back on
course and the acceptance of Interstate trainers nominations.
1.

Non-essential persons and patrons are allowed back
on-course for all greyhound race meetings and trial 		
meetings in SA

2.

TAB operators have returned at all venues

3.

Facemasks are strongly recommended but no
longer mandatory

4.

Inside our venues there is to be 1 person per 2m2

5.

Outside our venues there is to be 1 person 2m2

We received 3 nominations for the Derby, so under the policy
these dogs are in normal graded events or have elected to
wait another week. These greyhounds would also need to
renominate for the following Fridays Derby.

6.

There are still restrictions regarding capacity inside and
outside our venues which will be monitored by staff

Both the Oaks and Derby features will now be open to ALL
nominations -

7.

GRSA have accepted nominations from ALL interstate
trainers which will allow Victorian trainers to nominate
for SA

2020 AGRC/Murray Bridge Country Summer Oaks Feature
– 455m (SA Bred only. For bitches whelped on or after 1st July,
2018)

8.

Victorian trainers when nominating ensure they satisfy both
SA and Vic Government requirements to cross into SA and
then return to their home State

• Nominations close at 9am with GRSA on Tuesday, 15th
December

GRSA still requests anyone feeling unwell not to come to our
race meetings and immediately seek SA Health direction.

We received 6 nominations for the Oaks, so under the current
policy we graded these bitches as a Special Event to be run as
Race 5 on the program (12.41pm). This is a prelude to the feature
the following Friday with all greyhounds needing to renominate
if they wish to be considered for the Oaks.

2020 AGRC/Murray Bridge Country Summer Derby Feature –
455m (SA Bred only. For dogs whelped on or after 1st July, 2018)
• Nominations close at 9am with GRSA on Tuesday, 15th
December

Kate’s A Scandal Xmas Sprint
on Thursday 24th December

GRSA thanks the support of the Adelaide Greyhound Racing
Club for their continued sponsorship of these feature races at
Murray Bridge.

On Thursday, 24th December the feature at Angle Park will be
the $6,430 Kate’s A Scandal Xmas Sprint Free For All (N/P) over
the 515m.

Doug Payne moved to January 28th

Nominations close with GRSA at 9.00am on Monday,
21st December.

Heats Gawler Classic 2020 –
531m on Sunday 27th December
Heats of the Gawler Classic 2020 – 531m will be run on
Sunday, 27th December with the $4,000 Final on Sunday, 3rd
January. This series is for greyhounds paid up for Classic 2020.
Nominations for the Heats close Wednesday, 23rd December
with GRSA at 9.00am.

6

On Friday, 11th December, we were to be running Heats of
the 2020 AGRC/Murray Bridge Country Summer Derby and
Oaks at Murray Bridge, however, we did not receive sufficient
nominations to run two Heats of both series.

Kennel Capers

GRSA advise that the $8,580 Doug Payne SA Bred Feature
Free For All has been moved to January 28th from its normal
December timeslot.
Due to the delay in the Brian Johnstone and other SA bred races
in December GRSA looked at an alternate date. In liaising with
the family they would not be able to attend until the middle of
January due to their availability. With the SA Sprint Championship
and John Gray conducted in the first part of January the earliest
opening was on Thursday, 28th January. This will allow the time
honoured event “clean air” from other feature races so open
dogs and SA bred dogs cannot be committed to other races.
This will also allow the Payne family the opportunity to attend.
GRSA apologises for the change, however, with all the changes
over the last few weeks, trying to ensure the family can attend
and the best quality field can be assembled this was the best
option. The Doug Payne should return back to the December
timeslot in 2021.
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'The Truck' keeps rolling into November
Greyhound of the Month
for November was Sir
Truculent for trainer Wally
Harkins. Sir Truculent had
four starts for the month,
with one win and then two
seconds at Group 1 level,
representing SA in fine style
on the National scene.
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The son of Worm Burner and Establish,
locally owned and bred, was invited
to the Group 1 Topgun Stayers at the
Meadows in early November and the
star SA stayer ran a bold race leading
most of the way to only get run down
by a high quality field in the shadows of
the post, running a good fifth. He then
ventured back to his beloved Angle Park
for his custom Thursday fill up, winning
in stylish fashion over the 731m. The big
races were calling him back across the
border as he stepped out in the Heats of
the Group 1 Bold Trease, again running a
fantastic race to grab second and qualify
for the Final. Beginning much better in
Victoria than in SA he raced up near the
speed for most of the way and when the

E MO

NT

SIR TRUCULENT
TRAINER WALLY HARKINS

run appeared up the inside most locals
felt he could power to victory, however,
it’s tough to win Group 1’s so he had to
settled for an outstanding second.
At the end of the month Sir Truculent’s

record stood at 71 starts for an amazing
33 wins and 23 placings and earnings
just over $160,000, in the process he
established himself as one of the best
stayers in the country.

Air Marshall claims
award with track
record run
The Run of the Month for November
was Air Marshall for trainer Ray Murray
after his track record performance at
Angle Park on Monday, 16th November
over the 388m journey.
Blessed with high speed, Air Marshall
wasn’t first away but he quickly exploded
away from his rivals to lead easily over
the short course trip. He ran through the
first section in 9.84 and a quick time was
on the cards. He raced away over the
latter stages to win by almost 3 lengths in
a flying 21.81, shaving .04 off Victa Louise’s
time of 21.85 set in April 2018. With the
redevelopment of Angle Park early next
year it is likely this will be the last track
record set at Angle Park before new
distances are implemented.

RUN

OF THE MONTH

November

AIR MARSHALL
TRAINER RAY MURRAY

Follow us on

@TheDogsSA
Kennel Capers
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Saturday morning fortnightly meetings

This payment is for greyhounds for which the first Sustaining
Payment was delayed due to COVID-19 in June.

We introduced the fortnightly Saturday morning meeting
at Angle Park with these meetings being Time Graded with
alternate conditions as this is the biggest group or greyhounds.

The combined First/Second Sustaining Payment is $82.50 per
pup or a Final Payment of $121 can be made at this stage.

The next meeting will be held Saturday, 12th December with the
first race at 9.17am and the last at 11.59am.
The following meeting will be on Saturday, 26th December
which will be a Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating.
Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or
more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered
except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney.
Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No
Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.
GREYHOUNDS RATED BETWEEN 10 & 5 WILL BE CONSIDERED FIRST
• Nominations close Tuesday, 22nd December at 9.00am.

Newman Mcdonnell Memorial to be run
On 24th and 31st December
The Newman McDonnell Memorial Grade 5 over the 512m at
Mt Gambier has been reprogrammed.

Breeders 2022 – First Payment - Pups Born Jan 20 to June 20
The First Payment is due for Breeders 2022. All SA Bred
greyhounds born in the above period are eligible to make this
payment.
The First Payment is $27.50 per pup or a “one-off” Final payment
of $121 can be made at this stage.
If you have not received anything and think you should have, or
if you have any questions, please contact Futurity Co-ordinator,
Caralyn Fielden.

2021 Gawler Produce Stakes
After nominations were closed for the 2021 Gawler Produce
Stakes there were 116 nominations. We will have guaranteed
Final stakemoney of $22,000 with an estimate for the total
series prizemoney around $40,000.

This series will now be programmed on the 24th December for
the Heats and 31st December for the Final.

The series is for greyhounds whelped in 2019. The racing dates
for this series will be Heats on Sunday, 20th June 2021, Semi Finals
on Sunday, 27th June and the Final on Sunday, 4th July 2021.

Trialling over Christmas

The second lot of payments will be due on the Friday 29th
January 2021 with the third and final payment due on the Friday,
2nd April 2021.

Trialling should remain basically the same over the Christmas/
New Year period however there will be No Trials - Gawler Friday 25th December (Xmas Day)
No Trials - Gawler Friday 1st January – (New Years Day)

Low grade features in December and January
The next Low Grade series at Angle Park is a Grade 6 series
over 515m with $2,985 Heats on Thursday, 31st December with
the $4,715 Final on Thursday, 7th January.
•

Nominations for the Heats close Tuesday, 29th December
at 9.00am.

In January we will run a Maiden series at Angle Park over 515m
with $2,255 Heats on Thursday, 21st January with the $4,715 Final
on Thursday, 28th January.
•

Nominations for the heats close Monday, 18th January
at 9.00am.

SA Bred Futurity payments – due
Friday 18th December
The next batch of futurity payments are due on Friday, 18th
December and there are three series for which payments need
to be made. Forms have been sent out for those
eligible greyhounds.

Current grading of race
meetings (G-Six – 8 dog fields)
Current grading of meetings for Angle Park, Murray Bridge
and Gawler are on a G-SIX program, there will however be
some 8 dog Quad programmed, this will vary based on the
nominations across each meeting and the weekly schedule.
If GRSA believe a meeting is struggling we will revert to G-SIX
across venues and consider the number of races conducted.
GRSA will be nimble in this space to ensure our weekly schedule
is supported. From the GRP meeting it was agreed that GRSA
would try and run G-SIX or 8 dog quad for all races that are the
same grade rather than having one race of Grade 5, 8 dogs and
the other G-SIX.
Mount Gambier sits separately to this at present as they have
only been running one meeting per week, however, from
January they will race on Thursday and Sunday every week so
they will come under the same criteria as above.
Feature races and series will still be conducted as 8 dog events
along with middle distance and staying events under the
previously advised criteria.

The payments due are:
Breeders 2021 – Final Payment - Pups Born Jan 19 to June 19
This payment is for greyhounds for which the first two Sustaining
Payments have been made. The Final Payment is $121 per
greyhound.
Classic 2021 combined First/Second Payment - Pups Born July 19
to Dec 19
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Mount Gambier to race twice a
week from January - resumption
of normal weekly race schedule
GRSA are delighted that the border restrictions with Victoria
have been lifted and we can get some much needed
movement across the border with Victoria.
With Victorian trainers now eligible to nominate this will allow
the resumption of two weekly race meetings per week at
Mount Gambier with both Thursday and Sunday meetings being
included in the Sky schedule from the beginning of January 2021.
The Thursday meetings will be Time Graded events (Maidens, 1-4
wins and 5 + wins) and the Sunday meetings will be the normal
Graded meetings.
With the resumption of two weekly meetings from the beginning
of January 2021, GRSA will revert the prizemoney levels at Mount
Gambier back to the current Category 3 levels.
It is worth noting that Mount Gambier will race on Thursday,
17th December and Sunday, 20th December with no changes
to those meetings and it will give a good indication of Victorian
support and sustainability as we move towards January.

John Gray Final in January
The time honored John Gray series will be held in January with
$3,280 Heats run on Thursday, 14th January and the $8,580
Final on Thursday, 21st January.
The series is for Grade 5 greyhounds over the 515m journey.
•

Nominations close on Monday, 11th January 2020 at 9.00am
with GRSA.

St Leger heats on Thursday 4th February
A reminder to trainers that the St Leger Heats for greyhounds
whelped on or after 1st July, 2018 are to be run on Thursday,
4th February with the Final on Thursday, 11th February.
Prizemoney for the St Leger series is – Heats - $4,715,
Final - $8,580
•

Nominations close with GRSA at 9am on Monday,
1st February

7am start for Angle Park trials
on Sundays
GRSA advise that when Angle Park trials on Sundays they will
now start at 7am instead of 8am with bookings taken as per
normal.

Greyhound of the Year on
Saturday 30th January at Angle Transition to online nominations
The topic of Online Nominations has been discussed numerous
Park this year
times over the years, however, at the most recent ICG and GRP
The date has been set for the Greyhound of the Year function
at Angle Park this year on Saturday night, 30th January 2021.
The venue has been moved to Angle Park this year to allow
more room under Government guidelines due to COVID
restrictions. The GOTY awards night is always a great night and
this is anticipated to be extremely exciting with so many fantastic
greyhounds vying for the top award. It’s a night not to be missed.
Book your table ASAP - $60 per head or $500 for a table of 10.
Phone 8243 7151.

SA Sprint Championship in January
Owners and Trainers are reminded of the domiciliary clause on
the SA Sprint Championship coming up in January.
To be eligible a greyhound must have been domiciled in SA for
a period of not less than 76 days out of the 150 days immediately
prior to the time fixed for the finalising of nominations and
drawing of fields. (Nationals policy adopted)
The date going back 76 days is 21st October as nominations
close on Monday, 4th January 2020.
The $4,715 Heats are scheduled to be run on Thursday, 7th
January, with the Final to be run on Thursday, 14th January. Total
prizemoney for the listed Final will be $17,880.
•

Nominations close on Monday, 4th January 2020 at 9.00am
with GRSA.

Kennel Capers

meetings it was highlighted that during the lockdown period
that faxed or handed in nominations could not be managed as
there was no one at the venue.
Both groups advised that it was necessary to try and transition
these trainers from hard copies to Online and they would need
education and assistance.

GRSA has been extremely appreciative of ICG panelist, Christine
Costa, who has made herself available and spoken to those
trainers needing some guidance with the online process. She has
gone out of her way to assist her fellow participants and now
GRSA will be in touch shortly to assist with the processes they
require.
The ICG and GRP panel members are happy to assist any trainer
who requires some assistance in transitioning; along with GRSA
staff, so please do not hesitate to contact any person as the
process is reasonably straight forward.

Greyhounds Australasia office will
be closed from 24th December 2020
through to 4th January 2021.
The DNA Lab in New Zealand will be
closed from 18th December 2020 through
to the 4th January 2021.
All e-mail and requests will be actioned
upon returning to the office on Monday
4th January 2021.
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Comments on nominations marked “only”
A few years ago the Grading Review Panel agreed that some
trainers were using the comments box to influence the grading
of fields in particular Grade 5 Only for all their greyhounds.
The panel previously resolved that “Only” would be disregarded
over all distances and the grading left to the Grader. (Masters
Only or Juvenile Only will be accepted as this is for a specific
type of race)
If trainers put “Only or no start or leave me out” then the grader
will grade as normal and if a greyhound would be graded into
a mixed event based on race wins then he will leave them out
based on the trainers request. The more information provided to
the Grader allows for him to accommodate those requests.

“For all your greyhound needs”

STOCKING:

Winning Grade 6 races in order

- Quality Leather Collars
and Leads

GRSA reminds trainers to win their grade 6 events in order at a
specific venue.
For the venues that allow two Grade 6 wins trainers need to win
a Grade 6 over one distance and then a Grade 6 over the other
distance. If a greyhound wins a Grade 6 and then a Grade 5 then
they will lose their Grade 6 over the other distance at that venue.

Re-grading for all tracks and distances
Re-grading will occur for all tracks and distances for Grade 3
or higher greyhounds.
A trainer can apply for a re-grade after two unsuccessful
nominations over the corresponding distance. If having met this
criteria the responsibility is on the trainer to apply for a re-grade
prior to the close of nominations. Only one distance will be
considered for a re-grade per meeting.

- PVC Collars and Leads
- Wire Muzzles
- Plastic Muzzles
- Rugs and Stressless Suits
- Vitamins and supplements;
including Origin Powders,
Liquids and Winning Formula
- Liniments
- 4”x2” Breakfast Bikkies
- Kibble/Dry Food

Des and Angela Nolan
Located at:
Horseshoes “R” Us
9 Alabar Crescent, Globe Derby Park SA
Operating:
Monday to Friday
8am – 11:30am & 1:30pm – 5:30pm
Saturday: 9am to 12pm
Phone: (08) 8281 0689
Mobile: Des: 0419 815 426
Email: horseshoesrus@bigpond.com
Facebook: racingsuppliessa
10
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EXPRESSIONS
OF INTEREST

TRAINERS FOR PUBLIC SYNDICATES
GRSA is looking for South Australian trainers that we can
partner with new syndicates and owners to help get new
participants involved and grow the sport we love.
With a real determination to make syndication a success
for the future of the code here in our state, GRSA recently
created the role of Syndicate Coordinator to work as
a conduit between the public and participants to help
facilitate new and successful syndicates.
• Syndicates will choose their desired trainer from a list 		
of those public trainers wishing to register.
• No contact details will be revealed to the syndicate 		
until a meeting between the parties has occurred to 		
ensure a correct fit for both trainer and syndicate.
• The process is designed to be as easy as possible for
all parties, with the GRSA Syndication Coordinator
assisting in the setting up and managing of the
syndicates, as well as providing templates and
contracts for the syndicate and trainers
• GRSA will ensure that syndicates are aware of the
Syndicate Manager being the main point of contact 		
with the trainer.

Essential criteria for trainers:
• Registered as a public trainer
• Excellent communication skills and commitment to 		
engage with syndicate members
• A willingness to help make syndication an
enjoyable experience
• An excellent animal welfare record
• A positive attitude
• Any basic experience with Facebook and social media
to help communicate with the syndicate is an advantage.
In return, the GRSA Syndicate Coordinator will facilitate that
trainers are only having to deal with the Syndicate Manager
and will help present available options of greyhounds for
purchase with the final decision that of the syndicate with
hopefully input from the trainer.
We are in the early stages of this process and GRSA hopes
we can all work together to ensure this is a success for all
involved.
For more information and to send your expression of
interest please email sean.donnelly@grsa.com.au or call
Sean at the office on 8243 7102

• Syndicates will also be fully aware of their obligations
to the greyhound(s) in regards to post-racing 		
and its entry into GAP SA or the home of a
syndicate member.

Kennel Capers
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Golden Maiden win for Victa Mikey at Gawler
GAWLER
On Sunday night, 6th December the public
were welcomed back on course for the first
time time, after some COVID-19 restrictions
were lifted. On this night we saw the
running of the Final of the time honoured
Gawler Golden Maiden Series.
The Golden Maiden is run over the 531m
distance as a Series, with two Heats being
run the previous Sunday night, and the
first 4 placegetters moving through to the
Final. One of the Heat winners, Victa Mikey,
jumped well from box 3 and as they left
the home straight, the dog had established
a clear lead over Shantuii’s Ember (6) and
Ninkasi (2). Shortly there was some tightening
of the runners in the field, which saw Victa
Buzz (5) sweep into second position. Victa
Mikey opened up a good break of four
lengths over his rivals and was travelling well,
going on to score by just over 6 lengths in
the time of 31.05 secs. Reserve runner from
box 1, Queen Meares, ran on well along the
rails to take second prize for Troy Murray of
Lewiston, and Shantui’s Ember was third for
Nathan Goodenough of Queenstown.
In winning, Victa Mikey made it two wins
from the two starts, and is trained at Murray
Bridge by Tony Rasmussen. The winning
connections are the My Four Girls Syndicate,
managed by Kerry Braun, with all the four
members, which includes Carol, Susan
and Robyn, all daughters of Ron and Joan
Schadow, who own the mother of the litter,
Victa Victoria. The winner is impeccably bred

Back; Tony Rasmussen, Mike Wittholz (Gawler GRC Chairman, Bob May (Gawler GRC
Secretary), Lisa Rasmussen, Joan Schadow. Front; Ron Schadow with Victa Mikey

as Victa Victoria was twice the SA Brood
Bitch of the Year, something that her mother,
Teelah , also achieved. Victa Victoria and
Teelah also had successful careers on the
race track, and with that impressive brood
line, when added with top sire Fernando
Bale, the result is not surprising.
From this current litter of twelve, four have
now raced, with three of them already
winning. The litter was described as “being
very even”, with all of the littermates

June Sharpe with Aston Whitney after a recent win at Gawler.

“showing something”. It was a very excited
group of people after the race, with Carol
explaining that all the family, including Ron
and Joan’s grandchildren, had contributed
in some way to the success of the litter.
The owners had wanted to keep the litter
together and so had sought out leading
trainers Tony and Lisa Rasmussen for the task.
Carol summed up the win as “brilliant” and
with such a talented litter, there is likely to be
a lot more of those wins to come.

Kim Johnstone with Tyson Herrera after a recent win at Gawler.

Nixon Terrace, Gawler

(08) 8522 2935

Gawler racing Sunday night and Wednesday afternoons from
November 18. Enjoy good racing and an excellent meal in
Nixons Function Centre.
12
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FACT SHEET

Summer here we come!
As summer fast approaches the landscape will
continue to dry out, growth from winter and
spring rains will creates an abundance of fuel for
bushfires that may affect you and your dogs.

Get Bushfire Ready

If you live in, travel through or visit bushfire risk
areas it is critical that you recognise the need to
have a plan and be prepared.

•

Ensure your pets’ vaccinations are up to date in case they
need to be placed in kennels.

•

The risk is real and you should be prepared for the worst at
all times. The consequences can be both devastating and
terrifying, so why risk it?

Be sure you can adequately restrain or confine your pets as
it may become frightened and distressed.

•

Have an appropriate container, vehicle or equipment to
transport your animal.

Here are some points to be seriously considered when
getting your property ready for summer and help greatly
reduce the risk of being adversely affected by a bushfire:

If you are planning to leave early in the event of a bushfire,
consider what items you may need to include in your
emergency kit for your pets, suggestions include:

•

Clean out your gutters on sheds and buildings keeping
them free from debris such as leaves and bark. Removing
branches of trees that are overhanging any of your
buildings is advised.

•

Plastic containers for water and food

•

Small amounts of pet food

•

Suitable bedding

Create a defendable space around your home by
reducing vegetation

•

Pet medication

•

Animal documentation such as identification and
vaccination certificates

•

Update your 5 Min Bushfire Plan – don’t have one…
make your our 5 Minute Plan today by visiting the
CFS website and take all precautions necessary.
Follow this link for more details:
https://www.cfs.sa.gov.au/bebushfireready/index.html

•
•

Rake up leaves and removed excess rubbish and debris
from around buildings and other structurers

•

Move flammable objects away from house

•

Ensure you have a well-stocked emergency kit

•

Place wire ‘ember’ mesh over wall vents

•

Ensure your dogs and cats are identified and registered in
case you become separated.

Remember to also think of others in the community and alert
them to potential hazards and check on them in the event a
bushfire occurs.

Important points to remember on “High Risk Fire Days”
•

If you have to leave your home during the day you
will need to decide whether to take your animals to a
safer place.

•

Keep in mind that, if there is a fire, you may not be able
to return to your home for some time.

•

If you are home, keep your pets inside (where possible).

•

Check you have the necessary pet items in your
emergency kit if you plan to leave early.

Kennel Capers

•

Have somewhere pre-arranged to accept your animals
(if large number are being moved).

•

When leaving your home keep all dogs on a lead
and confine other animals in cages or suitable
carrying devices.

•

Cover cages with a woollen blanket to minimise distress
and secure all pets in a car or vehicle that provides
adequate protection for transportation.

DECEMBER 2020
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Integrity

Stewarding
and Licensing
Des Jonas

Weight Record Cards
Stewards remind participants that although weight
cards are no longer used to record greyhound weights
at kennelling, they must still be produced when
requested by Stewards at race meetings.
There have been occasions recently when weight record
cards were not on course when required. Fines will be
applied in future.

Race day fine payment
Stewards’ attention has been drawn to amounts
outstanding relating to race day fines such as weight
variation, no catcher, etc.
Many of these fines date back some time now. Participants
with outstanding fines will be contacted in the new year
to discuss payment options.

Boxing Procedure

Reminder - Hot Weather
Policy review
The GRSA Hot Weather Policy was reviewed in March
at an Industry Consultative Group Meeting. Some
important changes have been made:
1)

Early kennelling will be implemented if the
temperature is expected to reach or exceed 35
degrees at kennelling time. Participants will be advised
via text message.

2)

Trainers will no longer be required to provide a
Veterinary Certificate confirming that a greyhound
suffers from heat stress to have a greyhound included
on the Heat Stress Register.

3) Early kennelling will not be provided for day meetings.
It will apply to twilight and night meetings only.
Please consult Stewards if you require clarification.

Racing Statistics - November 2020

Following the recent relaxation of Covid restrictions
by SA Government GRSA will revert back to our
original boxing procedure, effective immediately.
Greyhounds will be boxed in two waves. Participants are
reminded to continue to practice social distancing prior to
and immediately after boxing their greyhound.

MARRING:
3
FAILING TO PURSUE:
9
UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE: 1
SWABS TAKEN OCTOBER 2020:
110

New Licences - November 2020
Owner: Matthew Wragg (T), Raymond Simons (RA)
Owner Attendant: Tyson Panagiotou (N)
Tier 3 Trainer: Ashleigh Kay (U), Melissa Freitag (U)
New Registration Syndicate Names: Get The Dog (1), Beach Worm Toot
*Number in brackets is used to identify licensed owners that are
new to that particular syndicate.
(P) Provisional Only (N) New Licences (R) Renewals
(U) Upgrade of License (DG) Downgrade of License
(RA) Re Apply (T) Transfer from interstate.

!
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Inquiries, Appeals and Other
Disciplinary Notifications

PHOTO COURTESY OF
KURT DONSBERG GREYHOUND PHOTOGRAPHY
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N/A - All reports from Stewards inquiries and appeal
decisions can be found at www.grsa.com.au under the
Integrity banner.
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Compliance
and Welfare
Derek Kordick

Social Media
Again this month there has been a lot of comments on
the GRSA social media pages about various topics people
are passionate about.
It is good to see a sport where everyone can discuss their
views. Remember though, that comments directed at
a person that are hurtful or abusive cannot be tolerated.
Abuse is not free speech. If you have an opinion, say it. But
please remain respectful of other views. If you engage in
this conduct, you will get booted off the site and, worse, if it
is bad enough, you risk facing an Inquiry, and no one wants
to see that.

Notices' heading. No doubt over time the rules will change,
and I will update this Notice as required. If you have any
questions, please contact me.

Angle Park Vet Clinic New Hours
Angle Park Vet Clinic advise that their new opening
times are:
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday – 8.30am to 6.00pm
Tuesday – 8.30am to 9.00pm
Saturday – 8.30am to 12.30pm
Happy racing!

Covid-19 – new procedures
From 1 December, the new COVID-19 rules came into effect.
GRSA staff work hard to make sure racing can continue,
but at the same time do it safely and within the rules set by
government.
You may sometimes wonder why what GRSA does is not
always the same as the rules (e.g. no public and mask
wearing). There are reasons for this, because racing is
a complex process that involves registered participants,
unregistered but interested people and the public. Getting
the procedure right, to cater for everyone and within the
rules, is a difficult one and not readily apparent. Rest assured
that GRSA staff only have the objective to keep you racing
safely.
You will see at venues the new QR code signs. Government
rules now mandate contact tracing for all people attending
GRSA facilities – this includes registered participants and
the public. So, anytime you attend a GRSA track to race or
socialise at the licenced premises, you need to check in.
(You do not need to check in if you attend outside racing or
socialising, for example, attending the office, GAP or the vet).
Use your mobile to scan the QR code. You can do this by
using the mySA GOV app or take a picture of the code on
your phone and a browser link should come up. Complete
your details, get your verification code and away you go. If
you do not have a phone, see staff who will supply a paper
sign-in form for you. We need to all get used to this way
of life, as strange as it is having your life tracked in this way.
Government has assured us that the data will not be kept
longer than necessary or used outside what it is intended for.
As for the paper register, GRSA will securely shred the forms
after 28-days, unless we need to supply them to SA Health/
Police.
I have issued a Stewards’ Notice that I hope helps everyone
navigate through this process. You can see it on the GRSA
web site's 'Rules and Policies' page under the 'Stewards
Kennel Capers

If you

KNOW

something or of someone who is
involved in illegal practices

TELL

us in absolute confidence so
that we can investigate and if
necessary prosecute
And help us

PROTECT
the future of our great industry

REPORT IN CONFIDENCE ON (08) 8243 7116
OR EMAIL ADMIN@GRSA.COM.AU
DECEMBER 2020
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Projects Update
Strategic Projects Manager Scott Wuchatsch

Murray Bridge
Home Bend –
Elevation of
Camber
Since the completion of the Murray Bridge 1-turn track, GRSA
has received feedback from some industry participants that
certain greyhounds had difficulty holding their running line
exiting the final bend into the home straight.
Whilst the transitions and camber of the track are consistent with
most 1-turn tracks in Victoria, the suggestion was that there was
insufficient camber on the track to prevent some dogs from running
off on the home bend.
Elevation of the Murray Bridge track camber had been extensively
discussed in planning for the track as far back as 2016, after the
University of Technology Sydney (UTS) began recommending a
minimum 10.00% camber to track bends.
At the time, GRSA was too far progressed in the documentation
and tendering process of the Murray Bridge facility to make the
change at the time, but it was always felt that the camber could be
retrospectively altered if needed.
Management has contemplated for some time the elevation of
camber at Murray Bridge from the existing 8.33% to 10.00%, by
simply adding sand and using the outside track fence to retain the
extra sand.
This type of work has been completed with success at other tracks
around the country, including Mt Gambier.
Management feels that the timing is now right for this work, given
that Murray Bridge is set to take on additional race meetings during
the Angle Park shutdown, with participants expected to attend the
venue for the first time to take advantage of city racing at the track.
The project will essentially change the following two elements:
-

Elevation of the home bend camber from 8.3% to 10.0%

-

Changing the point at which the bend camber transitions into
the home straight camber, bringing it 20 metres further around
the turn

The project will occur over two days, commencing on Monday, 21st
December 2020, with 150 tonnes of track sand being added to the
home bend. The timing of the works allows for adequate trialling at
the venue prior to the next race meeting a fortnight later.
Some additional sand will also be added to the new slipping track
as part of the works.

16
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Mount Gambier 305m start - project update
Good progress is being made on the new 305m race start at
Mt Gambier with things really starting to take shape on-site.
The Club is on track to have the start operational for trialling
before Christmas.
As the new start will utilise the set of boxes currently being used as
the 277m/732m start, the project will require the refurbishment of an
old set of Victorian boxes that are being stored on-site, to be used
as the 732m start.
Given the track only has one operational set of boxes spare until
this refurbishment, the changeover from 277m to 305m racing will
result in a short period of 3-4 weeks in which neither 277m or 305m
racing can occur (305m trials will be operational in this period).
GRSA is hoping that the refurbishment of the 732m boxes will be
finalised and the start up and running by early February, which will
mean a 7-8 week period without the staying trip.

The current project schedule as it stands is as follows (subject to
change):
•

20th December – Last meeting with 277m racing, temporary 		
halt to 732m racing

•

23rd December – 305m trials to commence

•

14th January – 305m racing to commence

•

11th February – 732m racing to resume

This schedule will result in the following:
•

No 277m, 305m or 732m racing for the period 21st December
to 14th January (3.5 weeks)

•

No 732m racing for the period 21st December to 11th February
(7.5 weeks)

Any changes to this schedule will be communicated to the industry
via the normal channels.

Black caps now available
from GRSA
Along with the white caps GRSA has now approved
that black caps can be worn by participants.
Both black and white caps with GRSA logos
are available from GRSA at a cost of $10.
Kennel Capers
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Marketing Matters
Marketing Manager Matt Watson

GAP renamed
Greyhounds
As Pets!
As of 10th December, the
Greyhound Adoption
Program SA will be rebranded
to Greyhounds As Pets.
This rebrand better fits
the organisation which
not only adopts, but also
foster greyhounds, as well
as educating new owners
and promoting the fact that
greyhounds make great pets!

Greyhounds
As Pets

Greyhound Racing SA CEO Matt Corby feels the new name
will help the organisation to continue to best support a South
Australian community that loves, understands and appreciates the
greyhound breed, with almost 3,000 greyhounds being adopted
in South Australia since 2015. “Our communities across the state are
quickly learning how amazing greyhounds are as pets for all walks
of life. You only have to go for a walk or drive around the suburbs
and you will see these beautiful greyhounds everywhere.”
You will now see the updated branding online and around the
place. All GAP signage will be updated at race tracks too!

Syndication progress
Now that we have Sean Donnelly in the role of Syndication
Coordinator, we have been making some exciting progress in
the world of Syndication.
A lot of work has and is going into setting up new processes,
policies and contracts to ensure that syndication is a seamless
and easy process for both new owners and importantly trainers
too. We are now inviting expressions of interest from trainers who
would like to train greyhounds for new owners in the sport.
If you are interested please contact Sean Donnelly, GRSA
Syndication Coordinator on: (08) 8243 7102 / 0438 835 543 or
email sean.donnelly@grsa.com.au

appy
H
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An online focussed campaign will be rolled out for each club now
that we have consulted with club members on local marketing
avenues and the agreed messaging. We hope with warmer
weather and this campaign to see the general public on course
enjoying greyhound racing.

Local Dogs doing SA Proud
on the National Stage
It has been a busy time for South Australian dogs on the
national stage.
We have had the likes of Golden Night race in the Top Gun at the
Meadows, Major Major at the Queensland Derby, Sir Truculent
run a gallant 2nd place in the Bold Trease Final at Sandown and
we have Shadow Mist running in the heats of the Hobart 1000. It is
great to see local dogs doing South Australia proud!

Catch the GRSA podcast 'The Dogcast'!

You can catch up on previous
podcasts via the GRSA website,
or search 'The Dogcast' on
Apple Podcasts or on Spotify.

6PM
SUNDAY 2PM TO

BEER
$
PINT OFBEBER $ER
6 | MEMBER 5

With the updated racing schedule running and general public
allowed back on course, we are looking to help promote
patrons to come to the races.

The last episode of 'The
Dogcast' is coming up
December 22nd to preview the
Kate's A Scandal Xmas Sprint
and will include guest host
GRSA's trackside photographer
Kurt Donsberg!

AY 4PM TO 7PM
MONDAY TO FRID
SATURDAY AND

Local Area Marketing

E
$ 50
HOUSE WBEIN
R $ 5 | MEMBER 4
NON-MEM
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We are now Greyhounds As Pets!

The Greyhound Adoption Program has been renamed to
Greyhounds As Pets! This name better fits our organisation
as we continue to actively promote the greyhound
breed and how they make wonderful pets!

gapsa.org.au
or phone 8243 7124
Kennel Capers
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Family's winning day at Tara Raceway
MOUNT GAMBIER
Worrolong couple Steve and Lee
Bartholomew, and daughter Elysia, enjoyed a
successful day at Tara Raceway on Thursday,
3rd December when Galactic Zeus and Dick
Grayson were impressive winners.
In what has been a restricted racing career,
Galactic Zeus was lining up for only his tenth
race start for Steve Bartholomew who trains
the brindle dog for Moorak breeder-owner
Robert Chuck.
A member of the successful Paddy Whacker
x Galactic Rumball litter, Galactic Zeus never
looked in any danger of defeat, leading
all the way to defeat Open Throttle by 8¾
lengths in the Gordon Refrigeration Stake
(400 metres) in a quick 22.91 seconds.
The time was the same he recorded close to
18 months ago when winning his maiden on
debut. This year he has also won two races
at Horsham while being trained in Victoria by
Dave Geall and one at Murray Bridge after

returning to Worrolong.
Dick Grayson, raced by the mother
and daughter team of Lee and Elysia
Bartholomew and trained by the former,
caused a real boilover when knocking over
a pretty fair field in the Bourne Kennels Open
Stake (512 m).
A $26 chance, Dick Grayson settled in third
spot down the back after jumping well
from box eight. Then, off the back the white
and black daughter of Dyna Double One x
West On Jorji railed through to take the lead
before running out a 2½ lengths winner over
Saint Maddie in a best of day 30.06 seconds.
Running fourth in the race was her wellfancied litter brother and kennelmate Rough
Pearl – placed in this year’s Anniversary Cup
behind Spring Cuervo and in the Mount
Gambier Cup won by Sunset Milo.
With two impressive wins in succession,
maybe it’s now a case of Dick Grayson no
longer living in the shadows of her brother.

Mason Bartlett pictured with
Dick Grayson, part-owned by his
grandmother Lee Bartholomew and mother
Elysia Bartholomew.

Lake Terrace East, Mount Gambier, SA

0419 824 512

Every Thursday and Sunday afternoons.
Check local guides for start times.

mountgambiergreyhounds.com.au

CALL JULIE MORRIS ON 0413 380 839
www.accelltherapy.com.au

CLUB
NEWS
GAP NEWS

Upcoming assessment dates Latest updates from GAP
Trainers please note the upcoming assessment dates:

As previously advised, GAP have been increasing the number
of assessments in the monthly schedule.

Angle Park
5th January from 10am – 1pm

We continue to look to increase these further in order to offer a
wider variety of times to meet participants varying requirements.
The following graph depicts the number of assessments that
have been occurring on a monthly basis.

Booking day: 29th December

27th January from 10am – 1pm
Booking day: 20th January

Number of Dogs Assessed
70

Penfield
7th January from 9.30am – 12.30pm

60
Future expected rate

50

Booking day: 31st December

40

Lewiston
11th January from 9.30am – 12.30pm

30

1st February from 9.30am – 11.30pm

0
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Booking day: 4th January

Booking day: 22nd January

Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20

Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20

We have also been working on reducing the time between
assessment and entry into the program. The following graph
shows the average monthly waiting times in weeks.

Murray Bridge
12th January from 11am – 1pm

Average Waiting Time (weeks)

Booking day: 5th January

14

Mt Gambier
18th January from 3.30 – 6pm

12
10
8

Booking day: 11th January

6
4

All bookings are essential.
Please call GAP SA on 8243 7124 on the booking day to book
your dogs in for assessment. You will also need to bring the
greyhounds identification card with you on the day.
Greyhounds should not be raced or trialled within the 10 days
prior to assessment.

2
0

Dec-19

Jan-20

Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20

Jul-20

Aug-20 Sep-20

Oct-20 Nov-20

FOSTER A
GREYHOUND
Visit gapsa.org.au
for more information
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NOTES OF INDUSTRY CONSULTATIVE
GROUP (ICG) MEETING
HELD IN THE BOARDROOM OF GREYHOUND RACING SA LIMITED,
55 CARDIGAN STREET, ANGLE PARK ON MONDAY 2 NOVEMBER
2020 AT 11.30AM
ATTENDEES:
Grantley Stevens (Chairman), Judy Hurley, Gavin Harris, Petar Jovanovic,
Jason Newman, Christine Costa, Lisa Rasmussen, Ryan Tugwell (via phone),
Matthew Corby, Ray Fewings, Des Jonas, Shaun Mathieson, Scott Wuchatsch
(via phone), Derek Kordick, Katalin Orosz, Sean Donnelly, David Lewis
(Observer), Sheriden Milam (Notes Secretary).
The meeting commenced at 11.32am
1

APOLOGIES: Nil

2

NOTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

3

BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETING

3.1

Amended Sky Weekly Scheduling

Stakemoney Outcomes

Local Rules

The Risk and Compliance Manager, Derek Kordick clarified the rule, noting
a clear set of circumstances is required and must not be based on rumour,
suggesting it is not an easy charge. The CEO suggested including a note in
Kennel Capers that informed industry of the opportunity to utilise the RCM to
clarify rules or related matters.
Action: Management to include article in Kennel Capers that identifies the
RCM as contactable for any rule clarification and related matters.
3.4

On-Course Strategy – Transformation Pack Extract

The Chairman noted the impending changes and the CEO advised that it
was GRSA’s aim to keep some on-course face to face operators in place
for Angle Park meetings. It was advised that education will be provided to
punters on course to assist with the transition. The Group highlighted issues
with the timing of markets being released by Tabcorp and bet limits. Panel
members suggested that the TAB markets should be released at the same
time as the corporates, noting there is currently a delay. The CEO indicated
this could and will be discussed with Tabcorp.
Action: Management to discuss with Tabcorp feedback regarding
window of trading and timing of market releases.
Action: Management to investigate increasing the quality of the wi-fi
connection in Chasers to ensure App usage is accessible.
3.5

3.7

Science and Hair-Testing and Related Context

The Chairman of Stewards provided an update following a recent GA Chief
Stewards meeting. He noted support for the process had previously been
positive. He advised he will continue to monitor with the view to potentially
using this technology. Panel members provided their supported to the use
of hair testing to make trainers aware that this process is available and act as
a deterrent.
Action: For the Chief Steward to continue to provide an update regarding
the status of hair-testing technology and its applicability to GRSA
Veterinary Analyst Committee Recommendation on C7 Vaccination

The Chairman of Stewards advised the current C7 vaccination is not
particularly responsive to the strain of coronavirus that SA experienced. He
advised as developments with the vaccination occur he will monitor but
currently there was no appetite for the vaccination to be compulsory.

The Group noted the update.
3.3

Sheepskin Lures for Education

The panel were advised that the lures should be received within two weeks.
It was noted that the cost of the lure would roughly be predicated upon
cost recovery.

3.8

The Group advised that they disagreed with elements of the proposed
trialling schedule. Following discussion, Management agreed to ensure
there was an option for Sunday trialling. The CEO proposed that the group
work should outside of this meeting over the next week, to determine
the optimal trialling schedule, with the aim of identifying an efficient and
effective framework which meets participant needs.
3.2

3.6

Syndication Coordinator

The Chairman confirmed the appointment of Sean Donnelly in the
Syndication Coordinator position. Sean provided an overview of his role
which includes creating processes for new owners and trainers. He advised
that an animal welfare contract will be implemented which will be signed
by new syndicates to ensure they are being responsible for greyhounds
and to protect the trainers from ‘abandonment’ of greyhounds. Sean further
advised Marketing were developing a new offering in Chasers which will be
combined with a syndication drive. Sean noted that he is working with the
AGRC on a syndication strategy and there was potential to roll this out across
other Clubs. He noted his intent to work with trainers to ensure a mutually
beneficial arrangement. It was suggested by the group that the syndication
process included a vet check to ensure the health of the greyhound.
Action: For the Syndication Coordinator to have regard for the extent to
which vet checking of syndicated dogs can practically be incorporated into
the syndication model

3.9

Connecting Foster Carers to Adopters

The GAP Manager advised GAP were in the process of preparing a
guidelines booklet for industry participants to assist in rehoming. She noted
that education sessions prior to adoption have been successful. Panel
members commended the promotional videos Marketing has made with
positive images of greyhounds and trainers and suggested these videos
be included in the education sessions. The CEO noted GRSA and GAP’s
intent to remove the word “rescue” from people’s vernacular. He believed
this would assist changing people’s perceptions. The CEO encouraged
the group to provide any feedback on GAP staff issues directly to the GAP
Manager. Panel members advised their concerns with some GAP staff that
attend Mount Gambier, noting some have suggested issues with toys are
due to greyhounds not being provided with any toys in kennels.
Action: For the CEO to discuss the feedback from Mt Gambier with GAP
Manager directly
3.10 Scratchings and Nominations
The RM noted the greater flexibility that online scratchings provided and the
group supported this. He indicated that education could be provided to
those who required it for online nominations. There was discussion around
splitting of nomination closing times/days and whether this assisted or
hindered nomination numbers. The panel suggested monitoring this at this
stage.
3.11 Dress Code
The Group noted the update.
4

AGENDA ITEMS

4.1

Angle Park Short Course – Start Options

The SMP summarised the varyious short-course starting position options and
noted the need to finalise design elements very shortly in order to meet
construction deadlines. It was noted that GRSA do not have any preference
for the short-course distance, but rather were seeking industry consensus.
Panel members suggested that 388m was a ‘lottery’ due to the location of
the start on a bend, and further suggested that more than one short course
start would further dilute 515m racing. They suggested only one 300m start
be included and that this distance not commence on a bend which would
be around 345m/330m mark. Some members indicated her preference
would be 345m followed by 330m.
The group suggested a differentiation of prizemoney needs to occur to
encourage participants to breed and train dogs. The panel questioned
what distances resulted in better wagering. The SPM suggested that GRSA
do not receive that level of information to determine.
The CEO acknowledged general feedback relating to the Murray Bridge
home turn, with the potential to revisit this, but noted a decision was
required on the preferred short course distance at Angle Park as a priority.
Panel members expressed their view regarding dogs running off at the
Murray Bridge home turn and their concern that a similar issue may be
emulated at Angle Park.
The panel noted concern regarding changes to distances and the
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greyhound’s need to change stride around corners. It was suggested it
would cause issues with those dogs that have not learnt to do this.
Some panel supported two distances 305m and 377/388m short course
distances. but did not support 345m distance, and requested further
investigation into the science which was noted.
It was noted that maintaining four racing starts would come at no additional
cost to the budget for Angle Park works. The panel noted that a 345m start
would not extend the catching pen position as it can remain in its current
position. The general consensus from the Group was that the 345m was the
preferred short course distance start.
Panel members suggested by having sprinklers on the rail this has caused
the rail to deteriorate faster. They suggested investing in technology to
assist with filtering bore water.
Action: Management to consider the thinking behind locating sprinklers
on the new Angle Park rail, having regard for the risk of impact (ie corriosion)
on the new infrastructure
Action: For Management to review the Murray Bridge home turn having
regard for the purported issue of greyhounds ‘running off’ and/or mixing
their positions at the apex of that turn
4.2

Short Course Stakemoney – 277m, 300m, 305m

Panel members suggested not applying WAP to these distances and
redistribute to longer distances. The Chairman suggested a dedicated
meeting to address this specific issue was required once GRSA had
obtained six months’ worth of WAP data.
Action: Management to hold a dedicated meeting in January 2021
regarding Short Course Stakemoney – 277m, 300m, 305m involving Clubs
and ICG.
4.3

Proposed Schedule of Racing – Angle Park Works

Some panel members indicated their preference to schedule B as it allowed
for greater diversity. The general preference was for schedule B, especially
with Mt Gambier participants. Management will monitor to ensure that
nominations for Monday nights at Murray Bridge are sufficient. Management
to consider proposing to the Board two night meetings at Murray Bridge
compared with two at Gawler, taking in consideration financial implication
and patron attendance etc.
4.4 Preferred Box Draws
The RM provided background information and requested feedback
from the Group. The CEO noted the intent of the process was for injury
mitigation and that preference draws was potentially one way to achieve
this. The general consensus of the Group was that there was an appetite
for preferred box draws. The CEO advised a paper would be prepared
for the Board that would note support from industry to explore preferred
box draws. Panel members suggested it would be beneficial for SA to
lead in the introduction of such a strategy. The RM suggested it would be
best to use such a strategy on dogs with an established racing pattern. It
was suggested it be included on both 6 and 8 dog field sizes in early 2021
(subject to redevelopment start date) at Angle Park on Mondays in the first
instance.
Action: For the CEO to prepare a paper for the Board regarding possible
introduction of a trial in early 2021, initially focused on the Monday night
meeting at Angle Park
4.5

Participant Facilities – Animal Welfare Policy

The Group noted the update. It was suggested a list of preferred suppliers/
contractors provided to industry to assist them with maintaining standard of
facilities.
Action: For Management to establish a register of suppliers/contractors to
potentially assist with repairs to registered premises

4.7

Industry Culture and Bullying

The RCM indicated he will publish a notice in Kennel Capers advising GRSA’s
stance on Bullying and Harassment and expected behaviours at the track
as well as avenues for reporting. It was noted that any action requires
behaviours to be reported.
Action: For the Risk and Compliance Manager to provide an update in
Kennel Capers relating to the issue of ‘bullying and harassment’ and GRSA’s
expectation of behaviours from registered participants (including as to social
media)
4.8 Angle Park Grandstand – Removal of Pillars
The general consensus of the group was that the pillars were not sufficiently
obstructive to warrant the proposed investment.
5.

OTHER BUSINESS

5.1

Correspondence from Judi Hurley

It was noted the Classic 2021 was scheduled to be run during closure of
Angle Park. It was requested that the RM consider the schedule of paid
up races. It was further suggested that a prelude could be held at Murray
Bridge and Gawler based on timings and defer the Group 3 final to enable it
to be held at Angle Park. Proposed strategy would be put to the ICG before
finalisation.
Action: For the Racing Manager to liaise with the ICG regarding a solution
for the Classic 2021 which has regard for the closure of Angle Park due to
track works.
5.2

Correspondence from Gavin Harris

The Group noted the update.

5.3

GAP Ambassador

It was requested that the group provide feedback to the Marketing Manager
in relation the items detailed in his email.
5.4

Mount Gambier

Panel members indicated that the recent period of Covid restrictions had
highlighted a weakness in trainer numbers in the southeast region, noting
that two major trainers account for the majority of greyhounds. It was
suggested there was a foreseeable chance of depleting participants over
the next 5-10 years. He requested Management begin to plan strategically
around bringing in new trainers to the area. The CEO asked the panel to
encourage their committee to come back to GRSA with suggestions around
any direct support that could be provided.
5.5

Mount Gambier – Covd-19

Some panel members conveyed their sincere thanks to the Board for their
support of the Mount Gambier region during Covid-19. They also thanked
particular trainers such as Kevin Bewley, Tim Richards and Tony and Lisa
Rasmussen for their support.
5.6

Vet Checks – Mt Gambier

The panel requested additional vet support for dog checks in Mt Gambier
noting the success of the checks recently conducted by Chris Doyle.
Action: For Management to organise another vet visit to Mt Gambier to
check racing dogs for signs of injury or soreness
5.6

GAP Issue

Some panel members raised concern regarding a specific GAP incident.
The CEO encouraged them to speak directly with the GAP Manager and
COS to discuss and resolve the issue.
6.

LATE ITEMS

4.6 Owners Getting Fair Share of Wagering Activity Payments (WAP)

Nil

The Chairman reiterated the intent to share WAP payments amongst owners.
Panel members highlighted issues with the payment documentation not
differentiating by run. The CEO committed to organising for the payments
to be split by greyhound and run.

The meeting closed at 2.40pm.
NEXT MEETING: Friday 19th March 2021

Action: For the COO to provide WAP data in a manner which splits by
greyhound and by run within the context of the remittance advice
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GRADING REVIEW PANEL MEETING
Held at the offices of GRSA at 55 Cardigan St, Angle Park on Monday
30th November, 2020
Present: Mr. S. Mathieson – Racing Manager (Chair/Minutes)
Mr. G. Barber – Chief Grader
Miss K. Johnstone – Industry Representative
Mr. B. Rawlings – Industry Representative
Ms. S. Gray – Industry Representative
Mr. M Wittholz – Industry Representative
Mr. P. Jovanovic – Industry Representative (Via phone)
Mr. S. Wuchatsch – Strategic Projects Manager (Via Zoom)

Meeting commenced at 11.35am. Shaun Mathieson, Racing Manager,
thanked those attending in person, via phone and via Zoom.
Minutes From Previous Meeting

The panel approved the minutes from the previous GRP meeting held
on 26/06/20.
2.

Business Arising

The RM advised with some of the higher volume meetings (Angle Park
Monday and Gawler Friday, Tuesday) GRSA has not programmed as
many heats and final series due to these races taking up numerous
events on the program and with 3 to 4 distances ranges it makes it hard
to give all an opportunity.
The panel were supportive of these comments however would like to
see more heats and finals conducted where possible.

Online Scratchings and Nominations – The GRP were advised the
greater flexibility online scratching’s provided to the industry. Both the
ICG and GRP were supported so the Racing Manager will now progress
this to be available for participants through Ozchase.
The topic of Online Nominations was discussed by the GRP and
in the lockdown period it was highlighted that faxed or handed in
nominations could not be managed. The RM advised trainers will need
education for those that require it for online nominations.

The Racing Manager provided a general verbal update to the panel
on those items introduced from the last meeting. The panel were
comfortable that no further updates were required as some items exist
in the Agenda.

The panel agreed it was now important to encourage all our
participants to progress to nominating online in the future. The panel
requested the list of trainers who fax be made available to them so
they can assist with some of the issues they may have.

3.

Actions: The RM to progress online scratchings option through Ozchase
and send a list of trainers who fax to the panel so they can assist with
transition as soon as possible.

Agenda Items

277m Masters Policy for Mt Gambier – With Mt Gambier GRC
conducting one 277m Grade 5 Masters race each meeting where
possible, the Grading Department determined conditions for these
races using some of the conditions of normal Grade 5 Masters events
however factoring in the restricted nature of the 277m distance. There
will still be a Time Standard applied based on the published table
being 16.64. If a dog wins and runs faster than 16.64, it can still remain
eligible for the next week, if the dog then wins and runs faster than
16.64 again it will be ineligible for the race and distance the following
week. The dog will either run over another distance or will miss that
week’s race. The following week it will then be eligible. If there is no
277m Masters race the greyhound has to miss the next time that race is
conducted. This only refers to the greyhounds that win. The panel were
comfortable with this approach.
Mixed Masters – Grading – The current Mixed Masters conditions of “All
Grades Eligible” requires trainers needing to nominate specifically for
Mixed Masters however most nominate just Masters inferring they want
to be in a Grade 5 if a Grade 5 dog. This has resulted in these events
not being run mainly because Grade 5 dogs do not want to be in with
higher graded greyhounds.
It was recommended to the panel that if a Mixed Masters is
programmed the Grade 5 dogs will be mixed if there is Grade 4 and
Grade 3 dogs linking together like normal grading. If there are Grade
2 and 3 dogs and then Grade 5 dogs only a Grade 5 Masters will be
conducted under normal conditions as these cannot be linked. If there
is enough to run a high grade Mixed Masters (ie Grade 2/3 & 4) we will
do that and not include Grade 5 unless they nominate specifically for
this programmed event.
Actions: The RM to advertise that if a Mixed Masters is programmed
the Grade 5 dogs will be mixed if there is Grade 4 and Grade 3 dogs
linking together like normal grading. Normal grading policy of mixing
dogs will apply. Effective immediately
Running of Heats and Finals at Murray Bridge and in general– It was
advised through the Members of Company that the GRP consider heats
and finals series and how many we are running. They would like to see
more programmed especially at Murray Bridge to assist nominations.
The RM advised that he programs heats regularly at Murray Bridge one
turn and the straight track. The panel believed we could run a few
more series and on occasions two heats and finals at the one meeting
(One Turn) just separating the grades and distances. They suggested
they would like to see more 530m heats for Grade 5/6 dogs and allow
24

The RM advised GRSA programs heats and finals for the Straight Track
at Murray Bridge now that we can run back to back meetings which
should assist nominations. The panel were supportive of this.

Actions: The RM to program more heats and finals series, on occasions
running two heats and finals series on the One Turn track at one
meeting. Effective from January’s calendar

Apologies: Mr. M. Corby – Chief Executive Officer
Mr. R. Fewings – GRSA Board Industry Director
Mr. A McLean – Industry Representative
Mr. D. Grgurovic – Industry Representative

1.

Maidens to nominate.
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Flattended Stakemoney for Murray Bridge Straight Track, Hybrid
Meetings and Time Grading -the RM requested some thoughts from
the GRP regarding three items –
Flattened Stakemoney for the Murray Bridge Straight Track – The
•
panel believed there should be no reduction in stakemoney for the
straight track as they already race for the lowest amount of money. If
GRSA wanted to encourage nominations then increased stake money
or at least include unplaced stake money like Mt Gambier.
•
Hybrid Meetings were brought up through the Members of
Company for Murray Bridge – The panel were supportive of these
meetings in general if it was to assist the program. Maybe Murray
Bridge Saturday morning may be an option during the Angle Park
shutdown. The panel were mindful of some grading implications where
not all dogs of a certain grade may get a start where instead of 2 or 3
grades per meeting there would not be 5. Maybe if the nominations
had to be extended for a meeting then a hybrid meeting could be
considered.
•
Time Grading for Murray Bridge for some races on the meeting
or the whole meeting. The panel felt with the introduction of Saturdays
Time Grading at Angle Park that we may be running to many Time
Grading meetings at other venues. The Grader advised that it is difficult
to grade some races normal and some Time Grading at the same
meeting as it relies on trainers being specific on their nomination.
The panel suggested that some Middle dogs were still missing out.
The RM advised that on Saturdays two of the three groupings are
given preference on a rotation meaning a dog will get a start 2 out of
3 meetings in they nominate. It was also suggested there are some
greyhounds racing in Time Grading that can be competitive on a
Thursday night. The SPM advised that if their rating allowed them entry
to an event then why that should matter.
The panel generally felt that a response to a lack of nominations was to
consider the prizemoney levels and classifications of meeting. The RM
took all their comments for noting.
Preferred Box Draws – The panel discussed preferred draws. The intent
of possibly introducing preferred box draws is to assist with injury
mitigation and that preference draws may be a way to achieve this. The
panel were advised that GRSA was producing a Board paper providing
the positives and negatives of this application. The panel were advised
that management have some reservations regarding how this is applied
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after collating some information.
The panel reflected on some information from the UK and Ireland
where preferred box draws are being conducted. The panel discussed
racing patterns of dogs, where the interference occurs, how many
distances we race over, who decides the rating of the dog, is it fair or
unfair to separate dogs, would trainers take advantage of this, camber
on our race tracks, lure on the inside instead of the outside. After a
strong discussion the panel had varied opinions as to the positives and
negatives and how it can go from the intent to implementation. All their
comments were tabled to be used for the Board paper. The panel felt
if there was to be a trial period that it should be held over until after
the Angle Park development was completed. They believed the fairest
track to trial preferred draws on was the Murray Bridge Straight Track in
the first instance.
Reserves Time Grading Review - The GRP made changes last meeting
to address reserves in all reserves. The confirmed policy was when
there are 2 or more races and running 6 dog fields the grader will
cut each race with the first 8 dogs and make the two fastest of that
grouping the reserves. The issue with this is the two dogs made
reserves are slower rated than dogs getting a run in faster rated events
(when worst to best grading). The panel were of the opinion this was
the best format to provide reserves for all races. They understood
about this anomaly but advised that if a reserve for one meeting, the
next meeting they should be included and not made a reserve so long
as they are in the grouping.
However the panel did discuss a couple of options. One options was
the grader using the slowest rated 30 dogs (if 5 races) for G-Six events.
This will be our races and ALL the slowest dogs getting a start. He then
allocates the reserves in order of rating to the slowest race first and
so on. The panel felt this would compromise the ratings with some
reserves 3 or 4 rating points faster.
They considered cascading reserves again however felt this only gave
2 dogs the option for a reserve spot when there could be 4 or 5 races
so not preferred plus all races would have to be called finals which
could be confusion.
It was suggested 6 dogs fields should be 7 dog fields without reserves
so if there were scratchings there was the extra dog in the race. Again
having no reserves and starting G-7 could be even more confusing.
The panel were of the opinion to sick with the current policy and no
change required.
The panel separately suggested that with Saturday morning now Time
Graded that the Angle Park monthly meeting should be every 2 months.
This would mean that Gawler will have a Time Grading meeting 1 in
every 4 Prov 2 meetings and so will Angle Park Tuesday.
Actions: The RM to program Time Grading for Angle Park Tuesday once
every two months. Effective from Januarys calendar.
Grading Review Panel Members -The Racing Manager advised
members that we still require a Semi Professional and Breeder to
fill some gaps. Due to Covid restrictions throughout the year he has
managed the current panel and appreciates the efforts they have made
being down on numbers. The panel believed that if necessary some
movement of roles should be considered to provide an opportunity for
new faces on the panel.

Semi Professional TR - Kim Johnstone (expired)
Club Representative - Mike Wittholz (1.0 left)
Actions: The RM to advertise for GRP roles once GRSA board have
confirmed any movements required.
Current Grading of Race Meetings (G-Six – 8 Dog Fields) – The RM
advised the panel that for Angle Park, Murray Bridge and Gawler we are
on a G-SIX and 8 dog Quad program however it will change based on
the nominations across the weekly schedule. If GRSA feels a meeting
is struggling we will revert to G-SIX across venues and consider the
number of races conducted. When lockdown finished we immediately
went to G-SIX and 8 dog Quad with as many races as possible. He
advised that GRSA will be nimble in this space to ensure our weekly
schedule is supported. He noted that Mt Gambier sits separately to this
as they can only race once a week at present so we will run as many
races as possible and up to 8 dog fields where possible. They should
be back to G-SIX and two meetings by January.
Members of panel mentioned that it would be good to have more
races conducted, like 15 races and split kennelling times.
Members of the panel did mentioned that it was a bit confusing
running 6 dog and 8 dog events, it may be unfair for the Weighted
Points Scale running last in a 8 dog race compared to last in a 6 dog
race.
Members believed it would be best if, when determining 8 dog or 6
dog fields, that the same grades should always be the same where
possible. Ie both grade 5 events 6 dog races not one 6 and one 8.
Actions: The RM to program the same grades with same number of
dogs where possible. ie both grade 5 events 6 dog races not one 6
and one 8.
Order of Preference Review – The panel reviewed the Order of
Preference particularly with so many changes to our racing schedule
and classifications of our meetings as there were some issues needing
addressing.
The panel believed with Angle Park Monday having numerous
•
388m events on the program and the occasional Pathway event that
for the Order of Preference it should not be considered as “City”. They
considered this meeting more like Gawler Sunday and Murray Bridge
Friday so recommended a change that only Angle Park Thursday night
was considered as “City” for the OOP.
The panel believed that Prov for the Order of Preference should
•
have some separation. Both Prov 1 and Prov 2 are considered the
same currently. They recommended that Prov 1 meetings should stay
as Prov but Prov 2 meetings be the same as Country on the OOP due
to the types of events conducted. This would mean that Time Graded
meetings would be considered as Country for the OOP. At present
Mt Gambier which is Prov 2 would be changed to Country for OOP
however Time Grading and normal Grading will be separated by the
Weighted Points Scale
There was debate about whether Number 7 which allows the
•
Grader to elevate greyhounds under his discretion should remain. After
positives and negatives to this option it was considered the Grader
needed some flexibility to elevate if needed. However this should only
be used sparingly.

The panel believed, so that everyone is contribution, that if you were to
miss two meetings in a row that would jeopardise your position on the
panel.

Separately the panel also considered Provincial placings in the
greyhounds last three however with the above changed to be
implemented this should be accommodated through the WPS

Both Ben Rawlings and Kim Johnstone who expire at the end of this
year were asked if they would like to continue. Both were happy to and
will be considered for roles as the RM will advertise for positions after
direction from the GRSA Board.

They also considered if Maidens should be included on the Order
of Preference. They elected not to change however supported the
Grader that Maiden dogs are next into an event once the Grader gets
of the Order of Preference.

GRP POSITIONS (AS FROM 30/11/2020)

The RM advised that he can liaise with Ozchase regarding the above
changes however will take some time to include in the program, test
and implement. The panel advised for this to be done as soon as
possible.

POSITION - MEMBER
Mature Professional TR - Petar Jovanovic (cont1.0)
Semi Professional TR - Vacant
Pathway/Hobbyist - Sharyn Gray (cont1.0)
Breeding background - Vacant
Wagering Background - Anthony McLean (cont1.0)
Ownership Background - Daniel Grgurovic (cont1.0)
Young Professional TR - Ben Rawlings (expired)

Actions: The RM to make changes to Order of Preference report as
required by the GRP. An implementation date to be advised to industry
once known.
Weighted Points Scale Review – The RM advised the panel when Auto
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Sorting was introduced the GRP advised that they would see how things played out with the Weighted Points Score and then look to address
issues that come up. The table would be accepted as correct.
The RM advised that there is one issue with Time Graded events that needs addressing. These greyhounds are getting slightly higher points than a
normal meeting which should not be the case as they are considered greyhounds with lesser form.
The RM advised that this can be addressed giving 1-4 win groupings and 5+ win grouping the same points at a lesser level than normal graded
meetings. These meetings could be considered “Country” events on the WPS.
The RM would have to alter the WPS points to accommodate this change. The panel accepted the current points for grading until the adjustment
can be made.
The panel advised that looking through the WPS that all Maidens were the same, whether at Angle Park City A or Mt Gambier Prov 2. They believed
this should have some separation.
Actions: The RM to make changes to Weighted Points Scale to accommodate Time Grading and also to separate Maidens at different venues. An
implementation date to be advised to industry once known. The panel accept the current points for grading until the adjustment can be made and
for the grader to grade as normal.
Grading of Races when Angle Park Shutdown for Redevelopment – The panel were advised that the development of Angle Park is planned from
March 2021 for at least 3 months. At the most recent ICG meeting that group determined the scheduling of races when Angle Park is shutdown
based on venue availability -

The panel discussed how racing might look during this period. The
panel discussed how Grade 6’s would work, how distance racing
would work and clarifications of the Metro meetings.
The panel recommended that with the 680m boxes being used
at Murray Bridge during this period that staying events should be
programmed at that venue.
The panel recommended that with both Gawler and Murray Bridge
having City A meetings during this time that these meetings be
considered “New Tracks” meaning if they have Grade 6’s to win they
can do this at the City A meeting even if they have won at the venue in
a different class. This will mean that effectively all greyhounds will start
at Maiden, Grade 6 and Grade 5.
The panel understood there would be no carrying forward of grades
at the City A meeting, this also meant that prizemoney levels would
initially be at Grade 5, 6 and Maiden levels. Prizemoney for short course
would need to be tabled for City A at Gawler and Murray Bridge.
The RM provided the panel with a list of proposed changes to the
feature races during the Angle Park redevelopment.
•
The RM suggested preludes of Breeders could be held at Murray
Bridge and Gawler based on timings and defer the Group 3 final to
enable it to be held at Angle Park.
•
February – Launching Pad to come forward one week to finish at
end of February
•

March – Breeders Prelude 1 2021 run at Gawler

•
April – Easter Cup over 600m moved to Murray Bridge and run
over 530m on Thursday. Match Race series run at Gawler Sunday over
531m.
SADistance Championship run at Murray Bridge over 680m on
26
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SAAnniversary Cup run at Gawler on Sunday over
Thursday.
531m. Breeders Prelude 2 2021 run at Murray Bridge over 455m
•

May – Howard Ashton deferred to June
Shane McQueen deferred to June

•

Gawler Produce may have to be delayed to late June or early July

Actions: The RM to implement all recommendations as soon as possible
and advertise changes to feature races.

Grade 6 Races – The RM advised from the last GRP meeting he has
been running more restricted win Grade 6 events which has been
programmed. The panel also would like some consideration regarding
the 12 wins for an SA Bred dog and 4 for a Non SA Bred dog to be
reviewed. The RM advised we are running a lot of Non penalty events
(Time Grading at present) which is pushing the wins up quicker for
lesser dogs. The issue is also when they get to Grade 5 everywhere
they will have a high number of wins and a likely to be mixed.
The panel deferred this discussion for the next meeting.
Upgrading of Interstate Greyhounds – The RM put this item on hold
from the last meeting until more information was available from other
states. Currently greyhounds come into SA based on what their Metro
Grade is in the state they come from (over each grouping distance.
Ie G4 Sandown 515m and G5 everywhere – become G4 461m-591m
and G5 everywhere else). The panel suggested at the last meeting
that the below policy is more reflective of how dogs are assessed
and would work well in SA. The panel were provided with what
Victoria, Queensland, NSW and WA do in assessing dogs from grading
purposes. The panel agreed to implement the below policy with
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$75,000 instead of $50,000 for career prizemoney.
POLICY INTERSTATE GREYHOUNDS - Summary of change’s for the
greyhounds career
Interstate greyhounds racing in SA for the first time will be Grade 5 at
all tracks and distances, unless they meet the following criteria, which
would then see them, being upgraded to Grade 4 at all tracks and
distances:
•

5+ metropolitan full stakes wins

•

$75,000 in prizemoney

Interstate greyhounds racing in SA for the first time and meet the
following criteria, will be upgraded to Grade 3 at all tracks and
distances:
•

Group 1 & 2 winners over a similar distance in the past 6 months

The grader has ultimate discretion in applying the above upgrade rule,
and may choose to keep a greyhound at Grade 5 level if one or more
of the following apply:
The form of the greyhound is poor enough to warrant it remaining
•
at Grade 5
•

The greyhound is a masters greyhound (4yo+)

The distance the greyhound is nominating for is outside the
•
greyhound’s normal distance range
Greyhounds that have left SA to race interstate to race for 3 months
or more, will be subject to the above upgrade rules upon their return.
However any grade that was established at a particular track and
distance prior to their departure from SA will be retained in the last 6
months.
This will replace the greyhounds winning a Metro Grade policy for
assessment in SA.
This will not affect the Grade 6 policy
SA Ownership – Proof of Purchase in to new SA Owners for grading
purposes will not be affected by this change. The panel had a robust
discussion regarding the SA Ownership clause and believed the new
policy may provide opportunities for trainers to have greyhounds
sent to them rather than looking to buy and transfer into new owners.
GRSA encourages new ownership and believe some trainers have
been unfairly treated in the transference of greyhounds into new local
owners with an inference this is not a genuine sale.
Actions: The RM to advertise and implement new Interstate policy for
greyhounds. Effective from nominations closing on Monday 4th January
2021
Submissions –
Daniel Grgurovic Submission
Daniel sent a submission to the RM which was included in the
discussion of the GRP dealing with Mixed Masters, Murray Bridge
Straight track, Preferential Draws, Reserves for Time Grading and WPS &
Order of Preference.

SOCIAL
DISTANCING
REMINDER
Just a friendly reminder that we all must
continue to social distance at all times when
on course and in patron facilities. SAPOL
are no longer issuing fines to venues but
are now shutting them down for COVID
non-compliance.
Please continue to do the right thing and keep
1.5m distance so we can continue racing.
Thanks!

• Always practice social distancing and social density
• Observe instructions from stewards and officials at
all times
• The word ‘space’ will be used to prompt
participants to continue social distancing
• Visual markers will mark where to stand to keep
social distancing and density in higher risk areas

PROTECTING YOUR HEALTH
PROTECTING YOUR LIVELIHOOD
Help protect the industry and wellbeing of
fellow participants and staff from the spread
of COVID-19 by following social distancing
protocols at all race meets and trials.

Christine Costa Submission
Christine sent a submission regarding 3 points which the panel
addressed during the meeting.

1.5M

With the GRP changing the Order of Preference last start Time
1.
Grading winners will be considered as Country winners which will assist
Christine’s submission.

MINIMUM

Greyhounds should compete in a number of local races before
2.
Time Grading? As GRSA have every distance and track in Australia rated
then there is no reason to stop any greyhound from nominating. The
panel did feel that so long as the ratings are reviewed regularly this was
acceptable.

Keep as much social
distancing as possible.

Saturday morning Time Grading should alternate with normal
3.
Category 3 meetings. With the GRP determining that APK should have
one Tuesday Time Graded meeting every two months instead of one
then this should accommodate a balance however the RM is to monitor
the balance and make programming changes if required.
Next Meeting – TBA
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R ACI NG RE P OR T
The following lists the order in which greyhounds will be
selected in the event if more than eight (8) greyhounds are
nominated:
QUALIFYING AND SATISFACTORY TRIALS
Angle Park qualifying and satisfactory trials are held every
Tuesday night between 6.50pm and 7.15pm. Qualifying
will be for the following Monday or Tuesday (drawn
Thursday) meetings. Nominations close at 12.30pm on
the Tuesday.
Gawler qualifying and satisfactory trials are held every
Friday morning from 7am. Qualifying will be for the
Sunday meeting (drawn the following week). Nominations
close at 12.30pm on the Thursday.
Murray Bridge qualifying and satisfactory trials are held
on a monthly basis at a Wednesday night session for one
turn track only. Qualifying will be for the following Friday
(drawn Tuesday). The next session will be Wednesday,
13th January. Nominations close at 12.30pm on the
Tuesday prior.

1. Reserves at the meeting that do not obtain a start
2. Trainers that have greyhounds engaged and are located
more than 100km in distance from the track
3. Satisfactory trials
Procedure/criteria
1.

For Angle Park Monday night, the trainer is to contact
GRSA between 9am and 10am on Monday to
nominate. Should the Monday be a public holiday
bookings are to be made between 8am and 9am on the
scratching number.

2.

For Murray Bridge Tuesday & Friday, the trainer is to 		
contact GRSA between 3pm and 4pm the day before.

3.

For Gawler Wednesday, the trainer is to contact
GRSA between 3pm and 4pm the day before. For
Gawler Sunday, the trainer is to contact the
scratching number on Sunday between 8am and 9am.

4.

Other than reserve greyhounds, trainers will be
restricted to trialling one (1) greyhound unless 		
nominations determine otherwise.

5.

Stewards will allocate the box for the greyhound.

6.

Trials will be 515m, 530m & 531m in distance as first
preference. Other distances considered depending
on nominations.

7.

Greyhounds currently under suspension are ineligible 		
to trial unless they are undertaking a satisfactory trial to
be cleared.

8.

Greyhound registration cards must be produced at
kennelling time.

9.

Trainers with other greyhounds engaged can utilise the
extra kennel space until such time they are ready to 		
leave.
Trainers with no other greyhounds engaged will be
permitted to leave with Stewards permission.

ANGLE PARK
SINGLE TRIALS
A reminder to trainers that single trials can be booked with
two greyhounds however you need to advise when booking
of your intention to do this. If you wish to put three or more
into this trial then a field trial will have to be booked.
BOOKING NUMBER FOR TRIALS
Participants wishing to book trials are required to ring
8243 7172, this phone line will only be used for trial
bookings and will queue participants. By having this one
number with participants queuing makes this process to be
a more efficient way of booking trials.
There will be NO trials accepted through the normal
administration number. To be fair to everyone GRSA will
only accept bookings using the new number or alternatively
logon to trialbooker.com, create an account and book your
own trials.

POLICY FOR TRIALLING AT
ANGLE PARK, GAWLER AND MURRAY
BRIDGE BEFORE THE RACE MEETING
Policy Background
This policy is to detail the procedure for trainers seeking
greyhounds to trial before race meetings. This policy is
effective from 2 May 2019.
Race Meeting Trial Policy
This policy is in place for the following race meetings:
Angle Park Monday, Gawler Wednesday and Sunday, Murray
Bridge Tuesday and Friday.
Two fields from the boxes with a maximum of four (4)
greyhounds. Trials may be conducted at any time during the
race meeting from immediately after kenneling until after the
last race, at Stewards’ discretion.
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10. In the case of race at Murray Bridge, trials will only be 		
available on the track that is prepared to race that day
i.e. Sunday meeting on the u-shaped track, trials will be
on the u-shaped track only.
Please note: If there are 12 races at Angle Park, Gawler or
Murray Bridge there will be NO trials.
The Angle Park Vet Clinic and/or swab kennels cannot be
used to accommodate any additional greyhounds due to
operational requirements of the Clinic and Stewards.
It is vital that trainers nominate to trial at these race
meetings. If you are unable to nominate at these times,
please contact GRSA as soon as possible as permission
may be given at GRSA’s discretion to accept bookings
outside these times.
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Exceptions to this policy
Thursday nights are kept available for interstate greyhounds
to solo trial in a lead-up to SA Group races as well as local
greyhound’s trialling for Group racing interstate.
Upon request, local greyhounds will be allowed to solo trial
in a lead-up to a feature race and they will take one of the
eight (8) kennels available for trialling greyhounds ahead of
the policy and sit separate to the four (4) dog trials. Races
considered to be a feature are: Adelaide Cup, Gawler Cup,
Oaks, Derby, Howard Ashton, Brian Johnstone, SA Sprint,
SA Distance Championship, SA Anniversary Cup, SA
Country Cup, National Finals and any interstate Group race
Local greyhounds will be permitted to trial on a race night,
where they are in preparation for a feature event, nominated
for a meeting and the race does not stand up. This will
include all distances and also take precedence over the
policy. If a greyhound qualifies for a feature final and requires
a trial in between, this will be conducted as a solo trial and
will sit separately to the four (4) dog trials.

MOUNT GAMBIER SATISFACTORY
TRIALS
Trainers are advised of a change to the booking of Satisfactory
Trials at Mt. Gambier. Mt Gambier hold trials on Tuesday and
Saturday mornings with Satisfactory trials ONLY being conducted
on Tuesdays and need to be booked with Barry Shepheard from
the Club on 0419 824 512.
At Race meetings Satisfactory trials can be done when less than
12 races. When there are 12 races these can be considered,
however, the trainer will not be able to kennel and must take
their greyhounds home straight after the trial. These race day
trials will also need to be booked through Barry at the Club. GRSA
administration staff will NOT accept these bookings and trainers
will be directed to contact Barry Shepheard.
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R ACI NG RE P OR T

Greyhound
SA BRED WINNERS
The pool of money is $45,000 per month.
These winners all receive a $225 base payment with $75
to the Owner & $150 to the Breeder.
Then a monthly payment to the Owner & Breeder will be
determined by the number of SA Bred wins at all Sky
Racing meetings in South Australia for the month based
on 33.3% to the Owner and 66.7% to the breeder.
Monthly Payment November Final:
All Sky Meetings:
SA Bred Pool: $45,000
November Wins: 137 (31 meetings)
Meeting Average: 4.45
November Monthly Wins: (137 wins x 31 meetings)
Final Payment for November
$225 x 137 (divided between Owner & Breeder)
$34.99 x 137 (Monthly payment for Breeder)
$70.09 x 137 Monthly payment for Owner)

Greyhound

Owner

Breeder

GAWLER Tuesday 10 November		
Black Diesel
R Panagiotou
R Harris
Far More Crazy
Bazinga Syn
R Maruszczyk
Banjo Riley
P Walsh
K Johnstone
Nigel Lee
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
Miss Amity
T Milligan
T Milligan
Cardhu Too
A Peden
J Cunningham
Bella Bouchet
M Rawlings
T Rawlings
ANGLE PARK Wednesday 11 November		
Power Bank
R Fewings
Rovers Return Syn
Our Boy Wolf
B Thompson
B Jessup
Fly For Trix
J McNicholl
J McNicholl
Fly For Fashion
J McNicholl
J McNicholl
Love And Thunder
A Lie
K Wilson
Querencia
K Corby
K Corby
Springvale Vixen
G Harris
C Butcher
Allinga Lily
T Davey
T Davey
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 12 November		
Perseverance
M Robinson
T Price
Compton Suzy
K Price
K Price
ANGLE PARK Thursday 12 November		
Concede
D Turner
D Turner
Sir Truculent
W Harkins
W Harkins
Shadow Burner
K Butcher
N Price
Air Marshall
R Murray
L Stewart
Barmah McLaren
T Foster
H Foster
Woodside Zulu
G Smith
W Harkins
GAWLER Friday 13 November		
Footrot Fernando
C Costa
C Costa
All Our Crazy
Mr. Coopers Syn
M Wittholz
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Owner

Breeder

ANGLE PARK Saturday 14 November		
Maria's Gem
R Isaacson
Rovers Return Syn
Chompers
Sheddog Millionaires T Rawlings
Under Study
G Turner
D Turner
So Foxy
D Isaacson
A Louca
		
MURRAY BRIDGE Sunday 15 November		
Spring Tina
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
Diggin' For Gold
D Stuppos
D Stuppos
Black Baccara
N Wilson
K Wilson
Szubanski Fury
T Hinrichsen
T Hinrichsen
Keungi
M Taylor
T Cattermole
Iranian Girl
B Gaspari
K Wilson
Tax Deduction
D Stuppos
D Stuppos
ANGLE PARK Monday 16 November		
Fab Six
D Smith
D Smith
Jervois Bruit
T Richards
T Richards
Jack's Well
C Butcher
T Richards
Under Study
G Turner
D Turner
Air Marshall
R Murray
L Stewart
MURRAY BRIDGE Tuesday 17 November		
Vibrant Lee
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
Two Spot Bob
W Sebastyan
W Sebastyan
Spring Chip
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
GAWLER Wednesday 18 November		
Black Hulk
N Price
N Price
Sweet Rose
N Price
N Price
Concede
D Turner
D Turner
ANGLE PARK Monday 23 November		
Flying Bee
C Butcher
C Butcher
Sebon Panther
T Nobes
T Nobes
Justice For All
T Richards
T Richards
Miss Bellawood
G Grgurovic
G Grgurovic
Allinga Chloe
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Lily
T Davey
T Davey
MURRAY BRIDGE Tuesday 24 November		
Rock It Barcia
R Murch
R Murch
Blazing Strings
R Watkins
A Chevalier
Star Jiggs
D Jiggins
K Corby
Spring Chip
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
GAWLER Wednesday 25 November		
You Magic Girl
S Gray
S Gray
Slippery Jack
J Hurley
J Hurley
Concede
D Turner
D Turner
Rock It Fabio
R Murch
R Murch
Making Dough
J Dellow
S Brook
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 26 November		
Bungaloo Danni
Bungaloo Syn
Bungaloo Syn
Giveaway Vegas
S Weis
N Perry
Dick Grayson
L Bartholomew
R Harnas
Golly Gumdrops
Rovers Return Syn L Sermon
T Hinrichsen
T Hinrichsen
Szubanski Fury
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ANGLE PARK Thursday 26 November		
Fly For Trix
J McNicholl
J McNicholl
N Wilson
K Wilson
Oakvale Blue
C Butcher
T Richards
Jack's Well
T Richards
T Richards
Almighty Stripe
ANGLE PARK Friday 27 November		
Spring Tina
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
Bacardi Blaze
B Gaspari
K Wilson
Iranian Girl
R Murray
L Stewart
Air Marshall
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
Dynamic Lee
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
Artistic Lee
ANGLE PARK Saturday 28 November		
Anna's Spark
B Wudarczyk
K Corby
A Louca
N Price
Hope's Girl
W Sebastyan
W Sebastyan
Wood Veneer
Sweet Lee
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
D Johnstone
K Johnstone
Cutie Lee
N Price
N Price
Sweet Rose
S Trengove
W Harkins
Stitch 'Em Ringo

MURRAY BRIDGE Friday 4 December		
Wreck It Sadie
M Payne
M Payne
Razza Racing Syn L Rasmussen
Hukanui Lady
M McSorley
K Butcher
Rebellious Nick
GAWLER Sunday 6 December		
Mister Kingswood
G Grgurovic
G Grgurovic
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Victa Mikey
C Styles
B Styles
Spy Master
Bazinga Syn
R Maruszczyk
Burnt Gold
Mr. Coopers Syn
M Wittholz
All Out Crazy
C Trengove
M Jaensch
Trickeration
ANGLE PARK Monday 7 December		
Slippery Jack
J Hurley
J Hurley
R Murray
R Murray
Silver Stone
R Murray
L Stewart
Air Marshall
N Wilson
K Wilson
Oakvale Style
G Harris
G Harris
Springvale Shine
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Lorraine

GAWLER Sunday 29 November		
Victa Mikey
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
He's All Ours
Razza Racing Syn C Butcher
All Out Crazy
Mr. Coopers Syn
M Wittholz
Footrot Fernando
C Costa
C Costa
ANGLE PARK Monday 30 November		
Bacardi Blaze
K Johnstone
K Johnstone
Two Hands George T Richards
T Richards
T Davey
T Davey
Allinga Lily
ANGLE PARK Tuesday 1 December		
Sweet Sapphire
N Price
N Price
N Price
N Price
Burning Nitro
S Trengove
R Fewings
Stitch 'Em Panda
C Costa
C Costa
Adelajda
K Douglas
M Trowbridge
Acka Jet
GAWLER Wednesday 2 December		
Hot Rocks
J Mabarrack
J Hurley
J Dolan
B Weidenbach
Oh No Maddie
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
Long Gully Barny
R Murch
R Murch
Rock It Fabio
T Mann
T Mann
Bilman's Stunner
Spiritual Vision
Never Tear Us Apart Syn
C Butcher
MOUNT GAMBIER Thursday 3 December		
Bourne Blue
D Peckham
D Peckham
N Perry
N Perry
Rough In Vegas
L Bartholomew
R Harnas
Dick Grayson
R Chuck
R Chuck
Galactic Zeus
ANGLE PARK Thursday 3 December		
Victa Saige
My Four Girls Syn J Schadow
Go Go Dolly
C Butcher
C Barber
Shadow Burner
K Butcher
N Price
Board Racing Syn Board Racing Syn
Spring Burner
J Kluske
T Foster
Classic McLaren
J McNicholl
J McNicholl
Fly For Trix
Sir Truculent
W Harkins
W Harkins
Long Gully Fred
P Hearnden
P Hearnden
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BRIAN
BRIAN JOHNSTONE
JOHNSTONE
515M
515M (Group
(Group 33 Event)
Event)
Special
Event
–– No
Special
Event
No Penalties
Penalties Apply
Apply
CLUB NEWS
For
For SA
SA Bred
Bred greyhounds
greyhounds whelped
whelped in
in July.18
July.18 to
to Dec.18
Dec.18
And
paid
up
for
Classic
2020
And paid up for Classic 2020

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $2,000
$2,000
SEMI-FINALS
SEMI-FINALS @
@ $4,000
$4,000
FINAL
@
$37,500
FINAL @ $37,500

UP TO 30
Wednesday
Wednesday 11.11.20
11.11.20
Thursday
19.11.20
JUNE 2021
Thursday
19.11.20
Thursday
Thursday 26.11.20
26.11.20

DOUG
DOUG PAYNE
PAYNE
515M
515M SA
SA Bred
Bred (Free
(Free For
For All)
All)

EVENT
EVENT @
@ $8,580
$8,580

Thursday
Thursday 03.12.20
03.12.20

KATE’S
KATE’S A
A SCANDAL
SCANDAL XMAS
XMAS SPRINT
SPRINT
515M
(FFA)
515M (FFA)

EVENT
EVENT @
@ $6,430
$6,430

Thursday
Thursday 24.12.20
24.12.20

SA
SA SPRINT
SPRINT CHAMPIONSHIP
CHAMPIONSHIP
515M
515M (Listed
(Listed Event)
Event)
(SA
(SA Domiciled
Domiciled Special
Special Conditions
Conditions Apply)
Apply)

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $4,715
$4,715
FINAL
@
FINAL @ $17,880
$17,880

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

07.01.21
07.01.21
14.01.21
14.01.21

JOHN
JOHN GRAY
GRAY
515M
515M (Grade
(Grade 5)
5)

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $3,280
$3,280
FINAL
FINAL @
@ $8,580
$8,580

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

14.01.21
14.01.21
21.01.21
21.01.21

SA
SA ST.
ST. LEGER
LEGER 515M
515M
Special
Event
Special Event –– No
No Penalties
Penalties Apply
Apply
Un-Raced
Un-Raced Maidens
Maidens are
are ineligible
ineligible
For
For greyhounds
greyhounds whelped
whelped on
on or
or after
after 1st
1st July
July 2018
2018
LAUNCHING
PAD
(SA
Series)
LAUNCHING PAD (SA Series)
515M
515M
Special
Special Event
Event –– No
No Penalties
Penalties Apply
Apply

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $4,715
$4,715
FINAL
@
FINAL @ $8,580
$8,580

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

04.02.21
04.02.21
11.02.21
11.02.21

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $3,280
$3,280
FINAL
@
FINAL @ $4,715
$4,715

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

25.02.21
25.02.21
04.03.21
04.03.21

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $2,000
$2,000
For
SA
Bred
greyhounds
whelped
in
Jan.19
to
June.19
FINAL
@
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.19 to June.19 FINAL @ $4,000
$4,000
And
And paid
paid up
up for
for Breeders
Breeders 2021.
2021.

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

22.03.21
22.03.21
29.03.21
29.03.21

EASTER
EASTER CUP
CUP
600M
600M (Mixed
(Mixed 3/4/5
3/4/5 Event)
Event)

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

(1-4
(1-4 wins
wins with
with no
no more
more than
than 28
28 starts)
starts)
Series
at
Sandown
Heats
18/3,
Series at Sandown Heats 18/3, Semis
Semis 25/3,
25/3, Final
Final 1/4.
1/4.

BREEDERS
BREEDERS 2021
2021 PRELUDE
PRELUDE (1)
(1)
515M
515M
Special
Special Event
Event –– No
No Penalties
Penalties Apply
Apply

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $5,120
$5,120
FINAL
FINAL @
@ $6,430
$6,430

25.03.21
25.03.21
01.04.21
01.04.21

EASTAR
EASTAR MATCH
MATCH RACE
RACE SERIES
SERIES (SA
(SA Trained
Trained only)
only)
515M
515M
Special
Special Event
Event –– No
No Penalties
Penalties Apply
Apply
88 fastest
greyhounds
44 -- Match
fastest greyhounds trained
trained in
in SA
SA based
based on
on times.
times.
Match Races
Races @
@ $2,000
$2,000 -- $2,750
$2,750 each-runners
each-runners up
up $350
$350
Match
Race
conditions
as
advertised.
Overall
Winner
($4,500,$1,300,$650)
Thursday
Match Race conditions as advertised.
Overall Winner ($4,500,$1,300,$650) Thursday 01.04.21
01.04.21
SA
SA DISTANCE
DISTANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
CHAMPIONSHIP
731M
731M (Feature
(Feature Event)
Event)
(Best
(Best Greyhounds
Greyhounds Nominated)
Nominated)

HEATS
HEATS @
@ $5,120
$5,120
FINAL
@
FINAL @ $11,460
$11,460

SA ANNIVERSARY CUP
515M (Feature Event)
Best greyhounds nominated

BREEDERS 2021 PRELUDE (2)
515M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.19 to June.19
And paid up for Breeders 2021.
32

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

22.04.21
22.04.21
29.04.21
29.04.21

HEATS @ $4,715
FINAL @ $10,710

Thursday 22.04.21
Thursday 29.04.21

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @ $4,000

Monday
Monday
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19.04.21
26.04.21

SA ANNIVERSARY CUP
515M (Feature Event)
Best
greyhounds
nominated
ANGLE
PARK
FEATURE RACES

UP

HEATS @ $4,715
@ $10,710
TOFINAL
30 JUNE
2021

BREEDERS 2021 PRELUDE (2)
515M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.19 to June.19
And paid up for Breeders 2021.

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @ $4,000

Thursday 22.04.21
Thursday 29.04.21

Monday
Monday

19.04.21
26.04.21

HOWARD ASHTON
515M (Group 3 Event)
Special Event – No Penalties Apply

HEATS @ $2,000
Wednesday 12.05.21
For SA Bred greyhounds whelped in Jan.19 to June.19 SEMI-FINALS @ $4,000
Thursday 20.05.21
And paid up for Breeders 2021.
FINAL @ $37,500
Thursday 27.05.21
Greyhound Racing
South Australia
SHANE McQUEEN 2020/2021 Angle ParkHEATS
@ $5,120
Feature
Races
600M
FINAL
@ $8,580
Best greyhounds nominated
Heats at normal grade prizemoney
Finals to carry prizemoney of $4,715
BAYROAD QUEEN STAYERS CUP
HEATS @ $5,120
731M
FINAL @ $7,055
Best greyhounds nominated
Date
Grade

ThursdayGrades
27.05.21
for Lower
Thursday 03.06.21

Thursday 17.06.21
Thursday 24.06.21

Wins – 600m Racing South Austr
Greyhound
9th July - Final
(0-4South
wins) Australia
Greyhound Racing
20th August – Heats
Grade 5 – 515m
th
2020/2021
Angle Park Feature Races for Lo
27 August - Final
2020/2021
Angle
Park
Feature
Races
for
th
24 FEATURE
September RACES
– Heats FOR LOWER
Restricted
Wins
– Lower
600m
ANGLE PARK
GRADES
UP
TO 30Grades
JUNE 2021
st
1 October - Final
(0-4atwins)
Heats
normal grade prizemoney
th
Heats
at normal
grade prizemoney Finals
to carry
prizemoney of $4,715
15
October
– Heats
Grade
5 – 515m
nd
Finals
to carry- prizemoney
of $4,715 (SA Owned)
22
October
Final
12th November – Heats
Grade 5 – 600m
th
19 November - Final
Date Grade 6 – 515m
Grade
31st December – Heats
Dateth
ndGrade
2 July – Heats
Restricted Wins – 600m
7 January - Final
th Restricted Wins – 600m
st – Heats
2nd 21
July
9 JulyMaiden
- Final – 515m
(0-4 wins)
January – Heats
9th July
Final - Final
wins)– Heats
20th(0-4
August
Grade 5 – 515m
28th -January
th
20th11
August
– Heats
5 –-515m
27thGrade
August
Final
February
– Heats
Masters
Mixed – 515m
th
27th18August
- Final
24th September – Heats
Restricted Wins – 515m
February
- Final
th th
st Restricted Wins – 515m
24 11
September
–
Heats
1 October
- Final
(0-4 wins)
March – Heats
Maiden/Grade
6 – 600m
1st October
- Final
wins) – Heats
15th(0-4
October
Grade 5 – 515m
18th March
- Final
nd
th
15th8October
–
Heats
Grade
5
–
515m
22
October
Final
(SA Owned)
April – Heats
Grade 5 – 515m
th
th
22nd15October
Final
(SA
Owned)
12
November
–
Heats
Grade 5 – 600m
April - Final
th
th
12th6November
–
Heats
Grade
5
–
600m
19 November
Final – 515m
May – Heats
Grade 5 -Masters
st
19th13
November
Final
th
31
December
–
Heats
Grade 6 – 515m
May - Final
th Grade 6 – 515m
31st10
December
–
Heats
th
7
January
Final
June – Heats
Grade 6 – 515m
7th January
- Final
th
21st January
– Heats
Maiden – 515m
17
June
Final
(SA Owned)
th
21st January – Heats
Maiden
–
515m
28 January - Final
28th January - Final
11th February – Heats
Masters Mixed – 515m
th
11 February
– Heats
Mixed
– 515m
18thMasters
February
- Final
Dates and
Prizemoney are subject
to change
18th February - Final
11th March – Heats
Maiden/Grade 6 – 600m
th
th
11 March – Heats
Maiden/Grade
6
–
600m
18 March - Final
18th March - Final
8th April – Heats
Grade 5 – 515m
th
8 April – Heats
– 515m
15thGrade
April -5 Final
15th April - Final
6th May – Heats
Grade 5 Masters – 515m
th
th
6 May – Heats
Grade
5
Masters
–
515m
13 May - Final
13th May - Final
10th June – Heats
Grade 6 – 515m
th
10 June – Heats
– 515m
17thGrade
June 6- Final
(SA Owned)
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17th June - Final
(SA Owned)
nd

2 July
– Heats
Restricted
Greyhound Racing SA reserves
the right
to alter any of these events including the prizemoney.

FFA - Best greyhounds nominated
CLUB NEWS
GAWLER
FEATURE
RACES
FEATURE
GOLDEN
MAIDEN
531m
For Maiden greyhounds

EVENT @ TBA

30.10.20

HEATS @ $1,325
FINAL @ TBA

Friday
Friday

27.11.20
04.12.20

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @ $4,000

Friday
Friday

11.12.20
18.12.20

HEATS @ $1,500
FINAL
HEATS@@$3,000
$1,505
FINAL @ TBA

Friday 26.02.21
Sunday
Tuesday 07.03.21
30.03.21
Monday 05.04.21

UP TO 30 JUNE 2021

GAWLER CLASSIC 2020
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Classic 2020

GAWLER BREEDERS 2021 (short course)
400m
Special
EventFUTURE
– No Penalties
Apply
GAWLER
STARS
531m
For
SA Bred
greyhounds
paid Apply
up for Breeders 2021
Special
Event
– No Penalties
GAWLER
STARS
For SA BredFUTURE
greyhounds
whelped in 2019
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
GAWLER
STARS
For SA BredFUTURE
greyhounds
whelped in 2019
531m
GAWLER FUTURE STARS
Special
Event
– No Penalties
Apply
531m
GAWLER
EASTER
SPRINT
For
SA Event
Bred greyhounds
whelped
Special
– No Penalties
Applyin 2019
531m
For
Bred
whelped in 2019
ForSA
Grade
4/5greyhounds
greyhounds
GAWLER EASTER SPRINT
531m
For Grade 4/5 greyhounds
GAWLER EASTER SPRINT
531m
GAWLER
EASTER SPRINT
For Grade 4/5 greyhounds
531m
For
Grade 4/5
greyhounds 2021
GAWLER
BREEDERS
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
GAWLER BREEDERS 2021
531m
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Breeders 2021
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
GAWLER BREEDERS 2021
531m
For SA Bred
greyhounds 2021
paid up for Breeders 2021
GAWLER
BREEDERS
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
For SA Bred greyhounds paid up for Breeders 2021
For
SA BredPRODUCE
greyhounds STAKE
paid up for Breeders 2021
GAWLER
531m
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
GAWLER
PRODUCE
Unraced
greyhounds
are STAKE
eligible
531m
For
greyhounds whelped in 2019 – Special Conditions
Specialguaranteed
Event – NoatPenalties
(Final
$22,000. Apply
GAWLER
PRODUCE
STAKE
Unraced greyhounds
eligible
Consolation
on Final are
night
- $2,700)
531m
For greyhounds
whelpedSTAKE
in 2019 – Special Conditions
GAWLER
PRODUCE
Special
Event – NoatPenalties
(Final guaranteed
$22,000.Apply
531m
Unraced
greyhounds
are
eligible
Consolation
on
Final
night
- $2,700)
Special
Event
– No
Penalties
Apply
For greyhounds
whelped
in 2019 – Special Conditions
Unraced
greyhounds
are eligible
(Final
guaranteed
at $22,000.
For
greyhounds
whelped
in 2019 – Special Conditions
Consolation
on Final
night - $2,700)
(Final
guaranteed
at $22,000.
Consolation on Final night - $2,700)
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Friday

HEATS @ $1,505
FINAL @ TBA

Tuesday
Monday

HEATS @ $1,505
FINAL @
HEATS
@ TBA
$1,505
FINAL
EVENT@@TBA
TBA

Tuesday
30.03.21
Monday
Tuesday 05.04.21
30.03.21
Monday
05.04.21
Monday 05.04.21

EVENT @ TBA

Monday 05.04.21

EVENT @ TBA
EVENT @ TBA

Monday 05.04.21
Monday 05.04.21

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @ $4,000

Friday
Friday

04.06.21
11.06.21

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @ $4,000

Friday
Friday

04.06.21
11.06.21

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @
HEATS
@ $4,000
$2,000
FINAL @ $4,000

Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday

04.06.21
11.06.21
04.06.21
11.06.21

HEATS @ $TBA
SEMI-FINALS @ $2,700
FINAL @ $22,000
HEATS @ $TBA
SEMI-FINALS @ $2,700
FINAL @ $22,000
HEATS @ $TBA
SEMI-FINALS
@ $2,700
HEATS
@ $TBA
FINAL @ $22,000
SEMI-FINALS
@ $2,700
FINAL @ $22,000

Friday 18.06.21
Friday 25.06.21
Sunday 04.07.21
Friday 18.06.21
Friday 25.06.21
Sunday 04.07.21
Friday 18.06.21
Friday 18.06.21
25.06.21
Friday
Sunday25.06.21
04.07.21
Friday
Sunday 04.07.21

Kennel Capers
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30.03.21
05.04.21

350M
Open

MURRAY BRIDGE FEATURE RACES

HEATS @ $965
FINAL
UP
TO @
30$5,000
JUNE

MURRAY BRIDGE ANNIVERSARY CUP 530M

2021

@ $3,575

Wednesday 29.07.20
Wednesday 05.08.20
Friday 11.12.20

AGRC/MURRAY BRIDGE COUNTRY SUMMER OAKS 455M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
HEATS @ $1,505
For SA Bred Bitches whelped on or after 1st July 2018 FINAL @ $4,135

Friday 11.12.20
Friday 18.12.20

AGRC/MURRAY BRIDGE COUNTRY SUMMER DERBY 455M
Special Event – No Penalties Apply
HEATS @ $1,505
For SA Bred Dogs whelped on or after 1st July 2018
FINAL @ $4,135

Friday 11.12.20
Friday 18.12.20

MURRAY BRIDGE CUP
455M Open

Friday 05.03.21
Sunday 14.03.21

HEATS @ $2,000
FINAL @ $14,275

MURRAY BRIDGE STRAIGHT TRACK CUP FINAL (350M Murray Bridge)
350M
Open
HEATS @ $965
FINAL @ $7,145

Tuesday 18.05.21
Tuesday 25.05.21

Greyhound Racing SA reserves the right to alter any of these events including the prizemoney.

Great shot!
Kennel Capers

PHOTO COURTESY OF
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NEWS Racing SA Limited (GRSA) wishes to advise participants that the Wagering Activity
Greyhound
Payment (WAP) for the month of October 2020 will amount to $4,000.

WAP updates for participants

Clearly the result for October is substantially lower than the results for the previous three months. The WAP
calculation includes a process of standardising the Net Wagering Revenue for the month. This removes the
seasonal
variability
historically
present
in wagering
In addition, a
further
of indexation
has
Greyhound
Racing
SA Limited
(GRSA)
wishesperformance.
to advise participants
that
the process
Wagering
Activity Payment
(WAP) for the month of
been
applied
to adjust
for the forecast
impacts of COVID; in which wagering revenue was predicted to be much
October
2020
will amount
to $4,000.
lower in the last six months of the financial year. These processes have generated a low standardised result for
Clearly
the result
for October
substantially
lower
than
thehighest
resultslevel
for of
the
previoustothree
months.
The WAP calculation includes a
Net
Wagering
Revenue
during theissame
month that
results
in the
payments
participants
because
of standardising
the Net Wagering
Revenue
the month.
removesthan
the inseasonal
variability historically present in wagering
ofprocess
the feature
race calendar [$893,000
for the month
which for
is $163,000
moreThis
in payments
September].

performance. In addition, a further process of indexation has been applied to adjust for the forecast impacts of COVID; in which

wagering
revenue was
predicted
be much
the last sixshould
months
financial
These processes have generated a
Despite
the calculation
generating
a lowtoWAP
for thislower
month,inparticipants
stillof
bethe
comforted
byyear.
the following:

low standardised result for Net Wagering Revenue during the same month that results in the highest level of payments to participants
because
of the feature
calendar
[$893,000
for the month
which
is $163,000
more
payments
•
Regardless
of therace
monthly
standardisation
calculations
for Net
Wagering
Revenue,
the in
WAP
process than in September].
includes an end of year reconciliation which guarantees that participants will receive 50% of total Net

DespiteWagering
the calculation
generating a low WAP for this month, participants should still be comforted by the following:
Revenue; and
•
•

Regardless of the monthly standardisation calculations for Net Wagering Revenue, the WAP process includes an end of year 		

•reconciliation
Provided the
current
COVID lockdown
is short-lived,
there is50%
good
to Wagering
believe thatRevenue;
wageringand
which
guarantees
that participants
will receive
of reason
total Net
revenue will be stronger in the last six months of the year than had been earlier predicted. Several leading
Provided
the current
COVID
is short-lived,
is goodrebound
reason to
believe
that wagering
Australian
economists
are lockdown
now predicting
a strongerthere
post-COVID
in the
economy
than first revenue will be stronger in the
last thought.
six months of the year than had been earlier predicted. Several leading Australian economists are now predicting a stronger

post-COVID rebound in the economy than first thought.

The table below is provided for the benefit of those participants wishing to better understand the computation of
The table below is provided for the benefit of those participants wishing to better understand the computation of the WAP.
the WAP.

Month

Standardised
Net
Wagering
Revenue*

WAP
Benchmark
Returns

A

B

AxB=C

[50%]

($’000)

Total
Returns to
Participants
(excluding
WAP)^

WAP

WAP

[Month]

[Cumulative
total]

C

D

C less D

($’000)

($’000)

($’000)

($’000)

Jul 20

1,998

50%

999

709

290

290

Aug 20

1,890

50%

945

674

271

561

Sep 20

1,748

50%

874

730

144

705

Oct 20

1,796

50%

897

893

4

709

*

Net Wagering Revenue is the combination of all corporate race field fees and Tabcorp product fees, less the
fees associated with the generation of Tabcorp product
fee from wagering
on interstate
racing product.
Month
Category
1
Category
2
Category 3

*

Net Wagering Revenue 		
is the combination of all 		
corporate race field fees and
Tabcorp product fees, less 		
the fees associated with the
generation of Tabcorp 		
product fee from wagering
on interstate racing product.

^

Total Returns to Participants is
the combination of all 		
prizemoney and trainers’ fees
paid out by GRSA.

Category 2

Category 3

Meetings
Meetings
Meetings
Meetings
^ Total
Returns
to of
Participants
is the
combination of all prizemoney and trainers’
fees paid
out by GRSA.Meetings
Another
way
assessing the
WAP
GRADE 5
GRADE 5
GRADE 5
GRADE 5
GRADE 5
results is to include the WAP’s in
Another
of assessing
thestakemoney
WAP results is to include the WAP’s in the standard
graded stakemoney
515m
515m for non515m
388m
388m
theway
standard
graded
feature events. The table below does this for a selection of regularly run races (for place-getters only). As noted
for non-feature events. The
previously, the results are much better than GRSA’s budget
and
the excluding
expectation
is that
future levels
Base estimates
stakemoney
levels
WAP:
[Minimum
paid out weekly to participants].
table to the right does this for a
above the base will be more modest.
Base
$3,280
$1,505
$920
$1,310
$805
selection of regularly run races
(for place-getters only). As
Final stakemoney levels paid out including WAP:
noted previously, the results are
much better than GRSA’s budget
Jul 20
$4,910
$2,253
$1,377
$1,961
$1,205
estimates and the expectation is
Aug 20
$5,028
$2,307
$1,410
$2,008
$1,234
that future levels above the base
will be more modest.
Sep 20
$4,185
$1,920
$1,174
$1,672
$1,027
Oct 20

Distribution between Trainers and Owners

$3,306

$1,517

$927

$1,320

$811

Distribution between Trainers and Owners

GRSA would like to remind all participants that receive
WAP like
thattothe
payment
is the equivalent
ofaprizemoney.
If you are
currently
GRSAawould
remind
all participants
that receive
WAP that the payment
is the
equivalent of prizemone
responsible for distributing prizemoney to anotherIf party
then
the same
approach
applies toprizemoney
WAP payments.
you are
currently
responsible
for distributing
to another party then the same approach applies
WAP payments.

From GRSA’s perspective the position in relation to third parties is reflective of OzChase records and is as follows:
•

From
GRSA’s
theOzChase]
position in then
relation
to third
partiesneed
is reflective
of OzChase
records
If GRSA have been notified of an ownership split
[which
is perspective
recorded in
you
DO NOT
to make
a payment
to and is as follow
owners for the WAP because GRSA will do this automatically; however

•

If you ordinarily forward on payments to owners on your
ownaaccord,
then
you DOfor
need
do the
sameGRSA
for thewill
WAP.
Eachautomatically;
		
to make
payment
to owners
the to
WAP
because
do this
howev
remittance will include the name of the dog for which the WAP is being made.

•

•
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If GRSA have been notified of an ownership split [which is recorded in OzChase] then you DO NOT ne

If you ordinarily forward on payments to owners on your own accord, then you DO need to do the sam

for the Capers
WAP. Each
will include the name of the dog for which the WAP is being made.
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LEADING STATISTICS
1ST JANUARY TO 30TH NOVEMBER 2020
Trainer - TAB
Tony Rasmussen
Ben Rawlings
Troy Murray
David Peckham
Lisa Rasmussen
Vadim Roz
Lauren Harris
Gregory Board
Paula Hearnden
Bozidar Stamenkovic
Stud Dog
Fernando Bale
Barcia Bale
Worm Burner
Dyna Double One
Fabregas
Kinloch Brae
Banjo Boy
My Bro Fabio
Cosmic Rumble
Magic Sprite

187
150
146
131
129
121
81
76
69
61
573
453
365
222
217
136
134
92
83
67

SA Stud Dog
Worm Burner
Snakebite Bale
Lachlan Brown
Silver Saul
Dustnado
Woodnear
Fire Tyson
Kalden Komoto
Uncle Remus

365
26
15
10
8
8
6
1
1

SA Brood Bitch
Banjo Blaze
She's A Looper
Molly Be Nimble
Oakvale Destiny
Allinga Dot
Spicy Peppa
Emerley Avenue
Irish Keepsake
Emerley Senorita
Weblec Rose

67
60
42
42
41
41
40
40
39
39

SA Breeder
Cameron Butcher
Judith Hurley
Paula Hearnden
Wally Harkins
Kerri Wilson
Gavin Harris
Trevor & Tracey Davey
Kathleen Johnstone
Nicole Price
Tim Richards

187
149
128
123
122
120
105
104
102
93

Gawler Track Star Award
Leading Greyhound 1st
Long Gully Boy
13
Nut Allergy
10
10
Air Marshall
All Out Crazy
8
Black Kruger
8
7
Victa Nash
Long Gully Barny
7
Emerley Elusive
7
Sutton Frankie
7

2nd
10
10
1
5
1
12
8
5
4

3rd
4
9
2
2
1
6
0
3
4

WHELPINGS OCTOBER
Breeding				Whelping Date

Offspring		Breeder

Big Daddy Cool - Springvale Bryne

15 October		

3 Dogs, 3 Bitches

Gavin Harris

Fabregas - Springvale Alysa		

14 October		

3 Dogs, 3 Bitches

John Little

Fernando Bale - Lose Your Blues		

8 October		

2 Dogs, 4 Bitches

Michael Jaensch

Fernando Bale - Sheeza Nitro		
17 October		
5 Dogs			
Razza Racing Syn
											Mgr Lisa Rasmussen
Fernando Bale - Weedle Monelli		

10 October		

3 Dogs, 8 Bitches

Roger Harris

My Redeemer - Dashing Dee Dee

21 October		

5 Dogs 4 Bitches

Cherylee Barber

Worm Burner - Hayley's Style		

16 October		

2 Dogs, 1 Bitch		

Gino Grgurovic

!
s
c
i
P
y
p
p
Pu
Kennel Capers
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If you have a picture of your
litter to show off email it to:
marketing@grsa.com.au!
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NOMINATION DETAILS
Nomination details for meetings from Monday 16th November
to Sunday 13th December:
Monday 16th November		
Angle Park		
113
Tuesday 17th November		
Murray Bridge		
55
Wednesday 18th November
Gawler			
105
Monday 23rd November		
Angle Park		
158
Tuesday 24th November		
Murray Bridge		
77
Wednesday 25th November
Gawler			
134
Thursday 26th November		
Mount Gambier		
96
Thursday 26th November		
Angle Park		
100
Friday 27th November		
Angle Park		
70
Saturday 28th November		
Angle Park		
96
Sunday 29th November		Gawler			115
Monday 30th November		
Angle Park		
110
Tuesday 1st December		
Angle Park		
91
Wednesday 2nd December
Gawler			
89
Thursday 3rd December		
Mount Gambier		
91
Thursday 3rd December		
Angle Park		
95
Friday 4th December		
Murray Bridge		
117
Sunday 6th December		Gawler			95
Monday 7th December		
Angle Park		
107
Tuesday 8th December		
Murray Bridge		
65
Wednesday 9th December
Gawler			
115
Thursday 10th December		
Mount Gambier		
114
Thursday 10th December		
Angle Park		
79
Friday 11th December		
Murray Bridge		
89
Saturday 12th December		
Angle Park		
100
Sunday 13th December		Gawler			89

Get Social!
Beyond the popular Facebook
pages for Greyhound Racing SA
and GAP SA, did you know that
we have the following social
media profiles:
GRSA Registered Participants
Closed Group
This is strictly only for registered
participants with information
posted relevant to SA participants
on industry matters. You must
request to join the closed group via
Facebook. Currently we have 252
members and growing.
@TheDogsSA
Follow The DogsSA on twitter for the
hottest tips and latest punting
information on the SA greyhounds.
Instagram
GAP SA is on instagram and our fan
base is growing every day (currently
at 1150)! Be sure to follow
@gapsouthaus for an insider’s look
into program.
Also checkout GRSA's account
@thedogssa.

What kind of motorcycle does Santa ride
A 'Holly Davidson'

IF YOU DON'T DESIGN
YOUR OWN LIFE PLAN,
CHANCES ARE YOU'LL FALL
INTO SOMEONE ELSE'S
PLAN. AND GUESS WHAT
THEY HAVE PLANNED FOR
YOU? NOT MUCH.

What do you get if Santa goes down the chimney
when the fire is on
A Krispy Kringle
What do you get if you cross mistletoe and a duck
A Christmas Quacker
What do you call santa claus when doesn’t move
Santa Pause
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JIM ROHN
Author

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIEDS

ADVERTISE IN KENNEL CAPERS

ADVERTISING RATES

Full Page - $50/Month
Half Page - $25/Month
Classifed Ad - $10/Month
92mm x 60mm

SA REARING – CALOMBA
Current vacancies for rearing and pre-training
•

•

Meat & kibble diet
• 100m exercise yards
Limited kennel spaces at the moment

For fees and further information please contact:

Leanne on 0408 478 371 or
Paul on 0402 287 231

Dr Greg Moore BVSc - Veterinary Surgeon

NOW OPEN

ADOPT A
GREYHOUND SHIRTS
GAP has new Adopt a
Greyhound T-Shirts available!
They are 100% cotton and
cost $22 each.

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday – 8.30am to 6.00pm
Tuesday – 8.30am to 9.00pm
Saturday – 8.30am to 12.30pm
For all appointments call (08) 8243 7145
Phone will be answered 24/7 in case of emergency

Email: admin@angleparkvet.com.au
55 Cardigan Street, Angle Park SA 5010

You can purchase from the GAP office.

ADVERTISING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
We will be happy to negotiate a price for people wishing to
run adverts for an extended period.
If we have not received the prescribed fee then the
advertisements will be held over until we receive payment.
When advertising in Kennel Capers be mindful that once
the booking time frame has expired the advertisement will
be removed. If you wish to continue please contact Caralyn
Fielden at GRSA.

Black caps available
from GRSA
Both black and white caps with GRSA logos
are available from GRSA at a cost of $10.
Kennel Capers

DECEMBER 2020
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SCHEDULE OF FEES
SCHEDULE OF FEES
(From 1 July, 2019)

FROM JULY 1ST 2019
Registration as Owner
Registration as Attendant (14-15 years)
Registration as Owner / Attendant
Registration as Tier 3 Trainer
Registration as Tier 2 Trainer
Registration as Tier 1 Trainer
Registration as Breeder
Notice of Service
Registration of Litter
Transfer of Ownership
Lease Agreement
Syndicate Application
Application to Name (SA)
Duplicate Greyhound Card
Duplicate Licence Card
Duplicate Weight Card
Duplicate Naming Form
DNA Fees - (Apply through GA - $180 rebate in SA)
Stud Dog Registration (Apply through GA - $775 rebate in SA)
Rule Book
June Whyte Training Book
Stud Book (apply through GA)
Kennel Capers Subscription (Annual)
Right of Review Appeal Application ($150 Non-refundable)
Appeal Fee ($150 Non-refundable)
Angle Park and Gawler DVD - Full Meeting (DVD $4.00 extra)
Angle Park and Gawler DVD - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
AGRC Member - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
Club Member - One Race (DVD $4.00 extra)
TRIAL FEES
Angle Park
All trialling (per dog) for AGRC Members
All trialling (per dog) for Non-Members

FEE
No Fee
$10.00
$20.00
$30.00
$40.00
$50.00
$25.00
No Fee
No Fee
$20.00
$20.00
No Fee
No Fee
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$180.00
$1,275.00
Free
Free
$80.00
$50.00
$300.00
$500.00
$33.00
$20.00
$12.00
$13.00

GST inc.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

FREE
$10.00

N/A
Yes

All trialling (per dog) for GGRC Members
All trialling (per dog) for Non-Members

FREE
$10.00

N/A
Yes

Murray Bridge
All trialling (per dog) for MBGRC Members
All trialling (per dog) for Non-Members

FREE
$10.00

N/A
Yes

$3.00
$3.00

Yes
Yes

Gawler

RACE BOOKS
Angle Park - Free to AGRC Members
Gawler - Free to GGRC Members

31-Dec-20
Thursday

30-Dec-20
Wednesday

29-Dec-20
Tuesday

28-Dec-20
Monday

27-Dec-20
Sunday

25-Dec-20
Friday
26-Dec-20
Saturday

23-Dec-20
Wednesday
24-Dec-20
Thursday

22-Dec-20
Tuesday

21-Dec-20
Monday

20-Dec-20
Sunday

Maiden race only)
$905 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
$1,190 Graded – 600m
$1,600 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)

$6,430 Kate’s A Scandal Xmas Sprint FFA – 515m (N/P)
$3,280 Grade 5 Males Only – 515m
$2,255 Open Maiden – 515m
NO MEETING XMAS DAY

$1,085 Heats Newman McDonnell Memorial Grade 5 – 512m ($2,000 Final 31/12/20)
$945 Heats Grade 5 – 400m (Final 31/12/20)
$1,035 Maiden/1 Win – 512m (For maidens or greyhounds that have won 1 race or maiden heat & final. First preference to be given to maidens. If 6 or more Maidens then it will be a
Maiden race only)
$905 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
$1,190 Graded – 600m
$1,600 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)

$840 Open Maiden Stake – 531m
$1,150 Novice (0- 6 wins. N/P. No higher than G5) – 643m

Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for
Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.
$735 Six Fastest Forward (Maiden) Heats – 388m (Max 4 Heats - $1,310 Final Monday 28/12/20. (Selected from Worst to Best of this category. Final field will be a 6-dog field plus
reserves, comprising of the greyhounds running the fastest times in the heats, regardless of their finishing position in those heats)

$3,000 Williams Crane Hire Christmas Cup Final – Open - 512m (Heats 10/12/20)
$1,800 Santa Sprint Final – Open - 400m (Heats 10/12/20)
$1,200 Peter Whitehead Memorial Maiden Final - 400m (Heats 10/12/20)
$2,000 Christmas Challenge Open – 600m
$1,310 Grade 5 Bitches Only – 400m
$2,075 Mixed – 643m
$1,325 Open Maiden Stake – 531m
$1,410 Heats Grade 6 – 515m (For greyhounds who have won up to 4 races. Final 28/12/20)
$1,310 Masters Grade 5 - 388m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom - must have raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo and higher
will have preference. N/P)

$2,255 Open Maiden – 515m
$3,280 Maiden/G6 – 600m (Maidens must have raced or qualified over 500m or further)
$2,985 Grade 6 Bitches Only – 515m
$4,135 2020 AGRC/Murray Bridge Country Summer Derby Final – 455m (SA Bred only. For dogs whelped on or after 1st July 2018. Heats 11/12/20)
$4,135 2020 AGRC/Murray Bridge Country Summer Oaks Final – 455m (SA Bred only. For bitches whelped on or after 1st July 2018. Heats 11/12/20)

FEATURES /HEATS

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A

$2,985 Feature Grade 6 Heats – 515m ($4,715 Final 7/1/21)
$3,280 G5 Masters – 515m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher pref)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Juvenile
515m
$2,985

(Feat.)

Juvenile-400m
$770

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN JUV-1/12/18
Or as listed

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR amended 10/12/20

Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not
considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based
Grading” published conditions. GREYHOUNDS RATED BETWEEN 10 & 5 WILL BE CONSIDERED FIRST
$2,000 Heats 2020 Gawler Classic – 531m (SA Bred greyhound paid up for Classic 2020. $4,000 Final Sunday 3/1/21)
$1,700 Free For All – 400 metres (Grade 5 greyhounds must nominate for this event)
$1,230 Grade 6 – 400m (For greyhounds who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)
$1,310 Six Fastest Forward (Maiden) Final – 388m (Heats 22/12/20)
$1,505 Grade 6 Final –515m (For greyhounds who have won up to 4 races. Heats 21/12/20)
$1,410 Winning Formula Juvenile Heats– 515m (Final Mon 4/1/21)
$1,325 Open Maiden Stake – 515m
Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
(Day-TAB)
$805 Heats Grade 5– 300m (Final 5/1/21)
Prov2
$735 Heats Maiden– 300m (Final 5/1/21)
Gawler
$1,150 Mixed – 643m
(Day-TAB)
(PATHWAY RACES Flattened Stakes– All eligible greyhounds will be considered for some races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be
Prov2
considered)
Mt Gambier $2,000 Newman McDonnell Memorial Grade 5 Final – 512m (Heats 24/12/20)
$1,135 Grade 5 Final – 400m (Heats 24/12/20)
(Day-TAB)
$1,035 Maiden/1 Win – 512m (For maidens or greyhounds that have won 1 race or maiden heat & final. First preference to be given to maidens. If 6 or more Maidens then it will be a
Prov2

Angle Park
(Morn-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)
Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A

Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

Gawler
(Night -TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B
Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A
Murray Bridge
(Day-TAB)
Prov1
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2

17-Dec-20
Thursday

18-Dec-20
Friday

TRACK

DATE

DECEMBER 2020

(Feat.)

SA Owned G6 515m $1,510
(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Bred Gr.5 400m
$1,410

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned Gr.5
- 515m $3,480

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

NOMS
CLOSE

Wed-16-Dec

Tue-15-Dec

Tue-15-Dec

FFA-731m
Mon-14-Dec
$5,120

700+

(Feat.)

Mon-21-Dec

Fri-18-Dec

(Feat.)

Tue-29-Dec

Thur-24-Dec

Wed-23-Dec

Mix -731m
Wed-23-Dec
$2,075

Open-600m FFA-731m
Tue-29-Dec
$5,120
$5,120

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Mix - 600m
$1,715

Tue-22-Dec

Tue-22-Dec

Grade 5 – FFA-731m
Mon-21-Dec
600m $3,585 $5,120

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Thur-17-Dec

Mix 4/5-600m Mixed-731m
Thur-17-Dec
$1,715
$2,075

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Mix - 600m
$3,880
(Feat.)

600+

GRSA

$1,605 Heats Middle Distance–600m (Greyhounds that have not won APK G5 or above 600m Thurs night (cannot have been a G4 or above over 600m in last 3 months) or a Metro Interstate G5 or above over any
distance in last 3 months N/P. Final Mon 11/1/21)
Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
(Day-TAB) $965 Grade 5 Final – 300m (Heats 29/12/20)
$805 Maiden Final – 300m (Heats 29/12/20)

Prov1
Angle Park $1,505 Winning Formula Juvenile Final– 515m (Heats Mon 28/12/20)
(Night-TAB) $1,150 Open Maiden – 388m
$1,505 Grade 5 Masters – 515m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must have raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have pref)
City B

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

FEATURES /HEATS

Murray Bridge $1,505 Heats Grade 5 – 455m (Final 8/1/21)
(Day-TAB) $1,505 Grade 6– 530m
Timed Graded RACES-“Worst to Best” rating. (TRAINERS MUST NOMINATE FOR THESE EVENTS SPECIFICALLY OVER 395M ONLY- Minimum of 4 races graded) Greyhounds graded into 3 categories.
Prov1
Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves determined by Grader. No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based
Grading” published conditions.
Mt Gambier $1,500 New Year’s Gift Open – 512m
(Day-TAB) $880 Maiden/1 Win – 512m (For maidens or greyhounds that have won 1 race or maiden heat & final. First preference to be given to maidens. If 6 or more Maidens then it will be a Maiden race only)
$770 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
Prov2
$970 Graded – 600m
$1,150 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
$4,000 2020 Gawler Classic Final – 531m (SA Bred greyhound paid up for Classic 2020. Heats Sunday 27/12/20)
Gawler
(Night-TAB) $1,230 Grade 6 Heats – 400m (Final 10/1/21)
$1,325 Open Maiden – 531m

TRACK

Angle Park
(Day-TAB)
Prov2
Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)
Mt Gambier
(Day-TAB)
Prov2 (TG)
Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City A

1

Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races
– Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.

$805 Winning Formula Maiden Final – 400m (Heats 6/1/21)
Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races
– Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.

$1,410 Heats Grade 6 – 515m (Final 18/1/21)
$920 Maiden / Grade 6 – 600m
$880 Grade 6 – 515m (For greyhounds who have won 1 – 4 races)
$805 Grade 5 Masters - 388m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have pref. N/P)

Prov1
Angle Park $2,075 Final Middle Distance-600m (N/P Heats Monday 4/1/21)
(Night-TAB) $1,410 Juvenile– 515m
$1,605 Mix Masters-515m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher pref. All grades eligible. N/P)
City B

$1,230 Juvenile – 395m
Angle Park Timed Graded Meeting-“Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with
(Morn-TAB) Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.
Prov2 (TG) $815 Six Fastest Forward (1-4 Wins) Heats – 388m (Max 4 Heats - $1,230 Final Monday 18/1/21. Selected from Worst to Best of this category. Final field will be a 6-dog field plus reserves, comprising of the
greyhounds running the fastest times in the heats, regardless of their finishing position in those heats)
Mt Gambier $2,000 TARA TRACKSTAR No. 2 -512m (For the best performed greyhounds at Tara Raceway between Jul 1 and Dec 31, 2020 as per published Greyhound of the Year list on the Mount Gambier website. One-off
(Day-TAB) race. Trainers must nominate)
$840 Heats Sims Family Memorial Maiden – 512m ($1,800 final 17/1/21)
Prov2
$770 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
$970 Graded – 600m
$1,150 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
$1,700 Open – 400 metres (Grade 5 greyhounds must nominate for this event)
Gawler
(Night-TAB) $1,310 Grade 6 Final – 400m (Heats 3/1/21)

Prov2 (TG)
Angle Park $4,715 Heats SA Sprint Championships (Listed Event)– 515m (Special domiciled conditions apply. $17,880 Final 14/1/21)
(Night-TAB) $4,715 Feature Grade 6 Final – 515m (Heats 31/12/20)
$2,255 Open Maiden – 515m
City A
Murray Bridge $1,945 Grade 5 Final – 455m (Heats 1/1/21)
(Day-TAB)Prov1 $1,325 Heats Maiden – 455m (Final 15/1/21)

$17,880 SA Sprint Championship Final (Listed Event) – 515m (Special conditions. Heats 7/1/21)
$3,280 Heats John Gray – Grade 5 – 515m ($8,580 Final 21/1/21)
$2,985 Grade 6 – 515m (For greyhounds who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)
$2,255 Open Maiden – 515m
15-Jan-21 Murray Bridge $1,230 Heats Grade 6 – 395m (Final 22/1/21)
Friday
(Day-TAB)Prov1 $1,505 Maiden Final – 455m (Heats 8/1/21)

14-Jan-21
Thursday

13-Jan-21
Wednesday

12-Jan-21
Tuesday

11-Jan-21
Monday

10-Jan-21
Sunday

9-Jan-21
Saturday

8-Jan-21
Friday

7-Jan-21
Thursday

$880 Grade 6 – 531m (For greyhounds who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)
Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races
(Day-TAB) – Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.

Prov2
$735 Heats Winning Formula Maiden – 400m (Final 13/1/21)
6-Jan-21
Gawler
Wednesday (Day-TAB)Prov2 $805 Masters Grade 5 - 400m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must have raced previous 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have pref N/P)

5-Jan-21
Tuesday

4-Jan-21
Monday

3-Jan-21
Sunday

1-Jan-21
Friday

DATE

JANUARY 2021

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA OwnedGr.5 531m
$1,605

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.5

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Bred
G6 - 515m
$1,510

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

(Feat.)

Juvenile-515m
$2,985

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

JUV-1/1/19
Or as listed

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

MAIDEN

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

Mixed 731m
$2,075

Wed-6-Jan

Wed-6-Jan

Mon-11-Jan

Fri-8-Jan

Thurs-7-Jan

Mix– 731m
Thurs-7-Jan
$2,075

(Feat.)

Tues-5-Jan

Tues-5-Jan

Mon-4-Jan

Mon-4-Jan

Mon-4-Jan

Thurs-31-Dec

Thurs-31-Dec

Wed-30- Dec

Wed-30- Dec

Tue-29-Dec

NOMS
CLOSE

Tues-12-Jan

Mixed 600m FFA-731m
Mon-11-Jan
$3,880
$5,120

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Grade 5 –
FFA-731m
600m
$5,120
$3,585

Mix 6/5–
643m
$1,150

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

700+

GRSA

Mixed-643m
$2,075

(Feat.)

600+

$970 Graded – 600m
$1,150 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
$1,410 SA Owned Grade 5 Heats- 400m (Final 24/1/21)
$1,410 Grade 6 Heats – 531m (Final 24/1/21)
$2,075 Maiden/Grade 6 – 643m

ALL TRACKS CALENDAR

FEATURES /HEATS

Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov1

$970 Graded – 600m
$1,150 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and 1x Masters- specific conditions apply)
$1,700 Grade 5 SA Owned Final – 400m (Heats 17/1/21)
$1,505 Grade 6 Final – 531m (Heats 17/1/21)
$1,700 Free For All – 400 metres (Grade 5 greyhounds must nominate for this event)
$2,075 Novice (0- 4 wins. N/P. No higher than G5) – 643m
$1,410 Juvenile – 515m
$1,325 Open Maiden – 515m
$1,395 Mixed Male Dogs – 388m (N/P)

Murray Bridge $2,075 Special Event (N/P) – 530m (All grades considered)
(Day-TAB) $1,310 Grade 6 Final – 395m (Heats 15/1/21)
$1,410 Heats Grade 6 – 455m (Final 29/1/21)
Prov1
Angle Park Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Maiden AND 1-4 WIN RACES WILL HAVE FIRST PREFERENCE
(Morn-TAB) Greyhounds graded into 3 categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins & 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races–N/P with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined
Prov2 (TG) by Grader. There will be No Guarding. Refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.
Mt Gambier $805 Heats Grade 5 – 400m (Final 31/1/21)
(Day-TAB) $880 Maiden/1 Win – 512m (For maidens or greyhounds that have won 1 race or maiden heat & final. First preference to be given to maidens. If 6 or more Maidens then it will be a Maiden race only)
$770 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
Prov2

$3,880 Mix 4/5 Bitches – 600m

Prov2 (TG)
Angle Park $8,580 Final John Gray – Grade 5 – 515m (Heats 14/1/21)
(Night-TAB) $3,585 Mixed Masters - 515m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher pref N/P)
$2,255 Feature Maiden Heats – 515m ($4,715 Final 28/1/21)
City A

$1,395 Mixed Masters - 388m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher pref N/P All Grades eligible)
Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
(Day-TAB)Prov2 $770 Heats Grade 6– 350m (Final 26/1/21)
$805 Heats Bitches Grade 5 – 300m (Final 26/1/21)
$805 Grade 5 Heats- 400m (Final 27/1/21)
Gawler
(Day-TAB)Prov2 $1,150 Grade 5 – 643m
$840 Mixed Masters - 400m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher pref N/P)
Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races
(Day-TAB) – Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.

Gawler
(Night-TAB)
Prov1
Angle Park $1,230 Six Fastest Forward (1-4 Wins) Final – 388m (Conditions apply. Heats Sat 9/1/21)
(Night-TAB) $1,505 Grade 6 Final – 515m (Heats 11/1/21)
$1,410 Juvenile/ Maiden Stake – 515m
City B

Mt Gambier $1,800 Sims Family Memorial Maiden Final – 512m (Heats 10/1/21)
(Day-TAB) $880 Maiden/1 Win – 512m (For maidens or greyhounds that have won 1 race or maiden heat & final. First preference to be given to maidens. If 6 or more Maidens then it will be a Maiden race only)
$770 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
Prov2

TRACK

$5,120 Free For All – 600m (NP – Grade 5 must nominate to be considered)

Prov2 (TG)
Angle Park $8,580 Doug Payne SA Bred Feature (N/P) – 515m (Free For All. SA Bred Only)
(Night-TAB) $4,715 Maiden Feature Final – 515m (Heats 21/1/21)
$2,985 Juvenile – 515m
City A

Gawler
(Day-TAB)
Prov1

2

$1,505 Grade 5 Only – 531m
$2,075 Mixed – 643m
$1,230 Grade 6 – 400m (For greyhounds who have won 1 race or Maiden Heat and Final)
$1,310 Masters Grade 5 - 400m (For greyhounds 3¾yo or over at time of nom-must raced prev 6 months or qualy trialled in that time. 4yo & higher will have pref N/ P)

$1,150 Back To Distance Racing – 732m
(2 x 277m race – 1x Young Star Maiden and1 x Masters- specific conditions apply)

29-Jan-21 Murray Bridge $1,505 Grade 6 Final – 455m (Heats 22/1/21)
Friday
(Day-TAB)Prov1 $1,325 Maiden – 455m
31-Jan-21
Mt Gambier $965 Grade 5 Final – 400m (Heats 24/1/21)
$880 Maiden/1 Win – 512m (For maidens or greyhounds that have won 1 race or maiden heat & final. First preference to be given to maidens. If 6 or more Maidens then it will be a Maiden race only)
Sunday
(Day-TAB) $770 Juvenile – 400m or 512m
$970 Graded – 600m
Prov2

28-Jan-21
Thursday

Mt Gambier Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races
(Day-TAB) – Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.

$965 Bitches Grade 5 Final – 300m (Heats 19/1/21)
Timed Graded Meeting - “Worst to Best” rating. Greyhounds will be graded into three categories. Maidens, 1-4 wins and 5 or more wins. Specific grades of greyhounds are not considered except for Maidens. Races
– Non-Penalty with Pathway Prizemoney. Reserves will be determined by the Grader. There will be No Guarding. Please refer to “Time Based Grading” published conditions.TRAINERS MUST NOMINATE FOR TG
$965 Grade 5 Final - 400m (Heats 20/1/21)
27-Jan-21
Gawler
Wednesday (Day-TAB)Prov2 PATHWAY RACES Flattened Stakes– (All eligible greyhounds will be considered for some races. Trainers must advise No Pathway if they do not want to be considered)

Angle Park
(Night-TAB)
City B
26-Jan-21 Murray Bridge STRAIGHT TRACK
Tuesday (Day-TAB)Prov2 $805 Grade 6 Final – 350m (Heats 19/1/21)

25-Jan-21
Monday

24-Jan-21
Sunday

23-Jan-21
Saturday

22-Jan-21
Friday

21-Jan-21
Thursday

20-Jan-21
Wednesday

19-Jan-21
Tuesday

18-Jan-21
Monday

17-Jan-21
Sunday

DATE

JANUARY 2021

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Juvenile-400m
$1,230

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

JUV-1/1/19
Or as listed

MAIDEN

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Owned
G6 - 515m
$1,510

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

SA Bred -Gr.6 515m $3,185

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.6

Wed-20-Jan

Wed-20-Jan

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Wed-27-Jan

Wed-27-Jan

Mon-25-Jan

FFA-731m
$5,120 Mon-25-Jan

Mon-25-Jan

Fri-22-Jan

Mix -731m
Thurs-21-Jan
$2,075

(Feat.)

Tues-19-Jan

Tues-19-Jan

FFA-731m
Mon-18-Jan
$5,120

Mon-18-Jan

Fri-15-Jan

Thus-14-Jan

Thus-14-Jan

Wed-13-Jan

Wed-13Jan

NOMS
CLOSE

(Feat.)

Grade 5600m
$1,605

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

Mix 6/5 731m
$2,075

(Feat.)

700+

GRSA

Maiden/G6600m
$1,505

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

600+

Thurs-21-Jan

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

OTHER

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

(Feat.)

GR.5

44 Kennel Capers edition055

